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PREFACE

This report describes and justifies a data-collection system for
assessing teacher supply and demand in U.S. elementary and secondary
schools. It was prepared as part of a survey design project conducted
by RAND for the Center for Education Statistics in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. The resulting data-collection effortthe Schools
and Staffing Surveysconsists of linked surveys of school districts,
schools, principals, and teachers designed to support analyses of
teacher supply and demand; teacher qualifications, assignments, and
working conditions; and school conditions, policies, and staffing prac-
tices. The surveys are being fielded in 1988 by the Center for Educa-
tion Statistics in collaboration with the Bureau of the Census.

The report should be of interest to policymakers and analysts con-
cerned with assessing the supply of and demand for teachers and to
future users of the Schools and Staffing Surveys data base.

(1
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SUMMARY

This report presents an analysis of factors dirt affect the supply of
and demand for elementary and secondary school teacher.. This
analysis was undertaken to guide the design of a data-collection system
for monitoring the teacher workforce at a time when the nation's
schools are in a state of flux, teacher shortages seem to be on the rise,
and concerns about teacher quality are mounting.

The main objective of this study was to la!, the groundwork for
prescribing data requirements and data-collection procedures for the
Schools and Staffing Surveys administered by the Center for Education
Statistics (CES).1 These surveys, to be fielded by the Bureau of the
Census in 1988, are CES's major vehicles for collecting information on
the nation's teachers, school staffing patterns, and factors related to
teacher supply and demand.

Several linked surveys are the sources for this information:

The Teacher Demand and Shortage Surveya survey of local
education agency (LEA) administrators and private school
heads;
The Pubhc and Private School Surveyssurveys of principals
of public schools in the same LEAs and private school heads;
The Public and Private School Teacher Surveyssurveys of
teachers sampled from the same public and private schools; and
Follow-Up Survey of Teachersa follow-up survey of teachers
who left their teaching positions during the year following the
base year survey and a subsample of continuing teachers.

The main purposes of these surveys are (1) to gather information
that will enable educational decisionmakers and the public to assess
the current status of teachers on numerous dimensions and (2) to pro-
vide data that will support analyses of flows into, out of, and within
the teacher workforce. With the exception of the Follow-Up Survey of
Teachers, the other surveys have been conducted previously, but they
were not specifically designed to assess teacher supply and demand.

Although other national and state data bases can be tapped to pro-
vide information on the nation'a teachers, our review of available data
sources leads us to conclude that the current data base on teachers is
insufficient to profile the nation's teacher force or to support

'Formerly the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).
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assessments of teacher supply and demand. There do not exist
reasonably accurate overall counts of teachers for any recent year, let
alone disaggregated counts by field, location, level (elementary and sec-
ondary), and sector (public and private). Because basic information is
lacking about teacher qualifications, demographic characteristics,
teaching loads, salary and income levels, mobility patterns, and turn-
over rates, educational scholars who rely on CES publications and data
bases can paint only a gross picture of the current condition of teach-
ing. Without current, accurate information, they can only speculate
about what the immediate future holds.

As is shown in Secs. II-IV, teacher supply and demand are difficult
notions to quantify, partly because they depend on a multitude of local
factors that affect the employment decisions of prospective and current
teachers. Also, assessments of supply and demand depend on qualita-
tive distinctions that underlie categorizations of teachers, such as quali-
fied, certified, competent, and out-of-field. This means that teacher
shortages, Vie focus of Sec. V, can be defined and quantified in
numerous ways, and that attempts to gauge the severity of current
shortages are beset by difficulties associated with defining and counting
vacancies. mismatches, and positions filled by marginally qualified
teachers. It also means that a national data base for examining the
condition of teaching must be very comprehensive to permit isolating
imbalances in supply and demand by state, sector, level, and field.

Section VI examines projections of teacher supply and demand, con-
centrating on the methodology underlying CES's often-cited national
projections as a prototype of forecasts that can be carried out at other
levels of aggregation. This examination shows that teacher turnover is
the dominant factor in projections of the demand for new teachers and
underscores the need for far more detailed data on flows of teachers
into, out of, and within the teacher workforce.

The implications for data requirements that flow from these
analyses are discussed in Sec. VII. The specific options that we have
recommended to CES to meet those requirements are outlined in Sec.
VIII and are summarized in Sec. IX.

In brief, we find that the current data base on teachers is woefully
deficient for assessing the condition of teaching in the nation's schools.
CES cannot provide reasonably accurate counts of teachers by level
and sector for any year since 1980, let alone the detailed information
about teachers and schools that is needed to gauge the severity of
schoo; staffing problems or to pinpoint teacher shortages by state, sec-
tor, level, and field.

The first step toward remedying this situation is to reestablish the
machinery for fulfilling CES's mission to report full and complete

1
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statistics on the nation's schoolsboth public and private. At a
minimum, this means gathering data to provide consistent, reliable
time series of counts of teachers and enrollments by grade level in all
public and private schools. CES's Common Cure of Data, if updated
annually on a timely basis, serves this function for the public schools.
To fill the gap in the private sector, we recommend creating and main-
taining an up-to-date "private school directory" that lists basic infor-
mation (names, addresses, enrollments by grade, and numbers of teach-
ers) for all private schools.

Once these gaps in the CES data base are filled, the four surveys
that we have helped redesign should constitute the right types of data-
gathering efforts to provide information for assessing the condition of
teaching, but they need to be reoriented to concentrate on key dimen-
sions of teacher supply and demand. In particular, school- and
district-level data are needed to provide estimates of (1) numbers of
teachers by field, certification status, and sources of entry; (2) teacher
shortages by field; and (3) teacher turnover by field and teachers' rea-
sons for leaving.

To complement these efforts, we recommend expanding CES's sur-
veys of public and private school teachers to gather far more
comprehensive information on teachers' assignments, qualifications,
work history, demographic characteristics, marital and family status,
and sources of personal and family income. Finally, we recommend
fielding the Follow-Up Survey of Teachers in 1989 to determine former
teachers' reasons for leaving, current activities, salary and income lev-
el-, and plans for reentry into teaching and also to provide comparable
information on a subsample of continuing teachers in the same schools.
These data are essential for determining who leaves teaching and why.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report present_: analysis of factors that affect the supply of
and demand for elementary and secondary school teachers. The
analyels was undertaken to provide a framework for designing a
national data base to monitor the status of the nation's teachers over
the next several yearsa period in which the teacher workforce will
undergo substantial change. The report reviews both the theoretical
and the practical considerations that need to be weighed in specifying
data requirements and data- collection procedures for identifying school
staffing problems and assessing supply and demand trends as they are
shaped by school and labor market condition;,.

THE CLOUDED OUTLOOK FOR TEACHER SUPPLY
AND DEMAND

The next decade will be a time of enormous change in the teaching
occupation. Well over one million teaching positions will have to be
filled between now and 1995. The qualifications and capabilities of
these new teachers and the conditions under which they will work are
of substantial importance. Just as the teaching force is experiencing
greater change than it has in the previous two decades, education poli-
cymakers have embraced far-reaching reforms of the entire educational
system. Ana one major object of these reforms is the teaching work-
force itself.

Over the past few years a number of major reports on the condition
of American education have voiced concerns about educational quality
and outcomes and have urged reform in the curricula and programs
offered to students as well as in the quality of the teaching force itself.
Meanwhile, grow:ng reports of teacher shortages in particular teaching
fields and location combined with visible declines in the numbers of
college students entering teaching have raised the specter of an inade-
quate supply cf qualified teachers to satisfy even minimal needs, much
less the demands suggested by other reform initiatives.

Despite the urgency of these matters and the proliferation of policy
activity in states and localities to address the perceived problems of
teacher supply and quality, little information is available to establish
the extent and maghitude of these trends. Existing data are even less
adequate for diagnor ng the current status and future prospects for
teacher sup, ./ and demand that indicate the sources of imbalances and
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suggest appropriate targets for policy. Federal and state data-collection
efforts have been impeded by the cyclical nature of interest in supply
and demand, which comes and goes with periods of shortage and
surplus; the lack of funding for such data collection; and a lack of con-
sensus about what data ought to be collected and how it might be most
usefully analyzed.

This report discusses the major components that must be considered
in assessing the nation's teaching force, outlines data requirements for
monitoring teacher supply and demand, and describes data-gathering
options for meeting f.lose requirements. This discussion is intended to
inform federal data-collection and analysis efforts in three major areas:

1. The estimation and projection of teacher supply and demand
by teaching field and at appropriate levels of disaggregation;

2. The development of meaningful indicators of teacher surplus
or shortage; and

3. The examination of demographic, social, and institutional fac-
tors that influence the current and prospective future supply,
quality, and composition of the teaching force.

These issues, which have received periodic but not sustained atten-
tion in the past, are particularly important now that demographic and
social changes are converging to produce extraordinary volatility in the
structure of the teaching profession and the character of the teaching
force. Upswings in the number of elementary students and apparent
downturns in the number of college students entering teaching are
occurring at a time when both educational policies and labor force
behaviors are changing in important ways.

Changes in the Teacher Labor Market

From a national perspective, the teacher market appears to be shift-
ing from a state of surplus to one of shortage. In the past few years, at
least spot shortages have been reported in certain teaching areas, par-
ticularly in secondary school specialties such as mathematics, physics,
computer programming, chemistry, data processing, bilinguel educa-
tion, special education, earth science, biology, and English (Howe and
Gerlovich, 1982; Association for School, College, and University Staff-
ing, 1984). The shortages in mathematics and the physical sciences
seem particularly severe (National Science Board, 1985, Chap. 6), but
other teacher areas that formerly showed surpluses seem to be joining
the list.

National projections have suggested that the shortages of specialized
teachers will worsenthat a more general shortage of qualified

I4
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teachers wilt develop within the next few years. After a decade of
declining enrollments in elementary and secondary schools, a baby
boomlet that began in the early 1980s will lead to enrollment increases
starting in 1965. At the same time, the college-age population from
which many potential teachers are drawn will continue to decline
through the remainder of the decade.

The proportion of college students choosing a major in education
has been declining since 1970 (National Education Association, 1983).
Although a slight upsurge in the percentage of college freshmen
expressing interest in education majors and careers has been noted
since 1983 (Astin et al., 1987), the numbers are still much smaller than
a decade earlier, and it is not yet clear how many of these students will
ultimately choose teaching. As will be seen in Sec. VI, CES projections
based on current trends in the school-age population and data on pro-
spective entrants to the teaching profession indicate that the supply of
new teacher graduates will satisfy less than 70 percent of the demand
for additional teachers beginning in 1988.

However, these projections and perceptions of current shortages do
not adequately describe the state of the teacher labor market in a way
that is predictive of future events or useful for policy formulation.
Although personnel administrators in many states and school districts
perceive shortages of qualified applicants, national surveys reveal rela-
tively few unfilled vacancies. Moreover, projections of supply that do
not take into account entrants other than recent college graduates may
significantly overestimate the gap between supply and demand.

These inconsistencies and undercounts are not the only problems in
assessing the outlook for teacher supply and demand. What is critical
for describing the teacher labor market is an understanding of (a) fac-
.ars that influence individuals' decisions to teach and then to remain
in teaching (in particular fields and locations) and (b) factors that
determine which individuals will be deemed qualified to teach. In the
first category we must consider attributes of the pool of potential
teachers and attributes of teaching as an occupation relative to other
alternative occupations open to similarly qualified individuals. In the
second category we must consider state and local certification policies
and hiring practices as these interact with other policies and conditions
that create teacher demand.
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Changes in School Policies and Conditions

Educational policy decisions that will affect the demand for teachers
include new course requirements for students and pressures for school
improvement that may lead to lower s`mdent/teacher ratios. Teacher
supply will be affected by changes in certification standards, the spread
of teacher competency testing, and factors associated with the teaching
environment and levels of compensation. Besides these factors, which
are affected by educational policy decisions, there are factors outside
the control of policymakers, such as changing wages in other occupa-
tions. the availability of alternative careers (especially for women), and
changes in basic family formation and labor force participation pat-
terns, which determine when and how many individuals marry, have
children, end work.

It is important not only to develop a national picture of teacher sup-
ply and demand but to determine how the gaps between supply and
demand will be distributed across regions and types of school districts.
There are good reasons to believe that imbalances between supply and
demand are distributed unevenly. Population trends, access to pools of
potential teachers, and policies affecting supply and demand all vary
across regions, states, and localities. These factors may vary by teach-
ing field as well. The prospects of encountering and resolving short-
ages are also likely to differ across districts. Salary adjustment and
increased recruiting intensity are likely in higher income areas; these
districts are not only likely to win the competition for new teachers but
they may pull existing teachers out of districts with lower salaries and
less attractive working conditions. It is also the case that fertility pat-
terns that cause the increase in elementary school enrollments are not
uniform across types of school districts, probably resulting in larger
growth M lower-income areas. Stiffer course requirements in
mathematics and science could create differential new demand among
urban, suburban, and rural area high schools, since more students in
suburban schools would probably already meet new requirements.

Predicting the likely location and extent of imbalances under
current educational policies is an important first step. Another pur-
pose for federal data collection and analyses of supply and demand is
to be able to evaluate the effects of changed policies on the extent and
location of shortages, and the effects of policies and labor market con-
ditions on the supply and quality A teachers. State-level policymakers
have begun to respond in two ways to emerging indications of teacher
shortages and declines in the measured academic ability of those enter-
ing teaching. On the one hand, they have been raising standards for
entry to teaching by testing candidate teachers at various points. On

i 0
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the other hand, they have responded to shortages by relaxing require-
ments to allow those not trained as teachers to enter teaching. School
administrators, faced with an increasing demand for teachers in some
areas and a shrinking supply of qualified teachersespecially in certain
secondary school subject areasmust either hire inexperienced teach-
ers with minimal qualifications or entertain stopgap changes in course
offerings, teacher reassignments, and field-switching among continuing
teachers. At present, only limited information exists to track the
consequences of these policy changes on the actual supply and quality
of the teacher labor force and on the educational offerings available to
students.

THE NEED FOR AN ADEQUATE DATA SYSTEM

In the past, the teacher labor market has been characterized by
seemingly abrupt shifts between shortage and surplus, with lagged
responses on the part of training institutions and policymakers to
current conditions. These responses have in turn produced the next
boor and-bust cycle, since adequate means for projecting their effects
in the context of changing labor market conditions have not been
applied. We are currently entering one of these volatile periods, pro-
duced in part by the policy responses to teacher surpluses in the 1970s
that were projected to continue for some time. Other societal factors,
though, have had independent effects on the teacher labor market.
These, too, must be understood in developing and interpreting projec-
tions of teacher supply and demand.

Assessing teacher sapply and demand trends at the national level is
complicated for several reasons: Conditions influencing supply and
demand differ by labor market, by teaching field, and by teaching lev-
els; measures of supply, which include teacher qualifications for their
teaching assignments, are difficult to obtain; and, most important,
major structural shifts in the economy and the labor force are not
easily incorporated in projections. These structural factorsfor exam-
ple, changes in labor force behavior and family formation patterns, par-
ticularly of women; changes in occupational choice determinants of
current and prospective teachers; and policy-generated changes in sup-
ply and demandmust be considered if sound projections and indica-
tors that can support policy decisions are to be developed.

This report incorporates a structural perspective on teacher supply
and demandone that examines the factors influencing supply and
demand and explores the assumptions underlying supply and demand
models. In what follows, we examine available information on supply

I
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and demand; discuss supply and demand models, issues, and projection
methods; outline data requirements for assessing and projecting teacher
supply and demand by region or locality, level, and field; and propose
options for meeting these data requirements.

i 0



II. THE TEACHER WORKFORCE

Our investigation of factors influencing teacher supply and demand
and their implications for data requirements begins with an examina-
tion of the teaching force and of the teaching occupation. Below we
briefly profile teachers, their preparation and qualifications, their
mobility within and across jobs and locations, and attributes of teach-
ing as a career. Our examination includes a review of extant data on
teacher characteristics that are relevant for analyzing trends in teacher
supply and demand.

TEACHERS AS A SUBPOPULATION OF THE
LABOR FORCE

Data from the March 1984 Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau
of the Census, 1984, indicate that the average teacher is 39 years old,
has 4.9 years of college education, works 42.9 hours per week, and
earns $20,649 per year. More than two-thirds of teachers are women.
Thirteen percent are members of minority groups and 54 percent live
in metropolitan areas. Compared to the general population of college-
educated workers, teachers are older, have completed more years of col-
lege, earn less, and are more likely to be female or a member of a
minority group (see Table 1).

v

Table 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHERS AND NONTEACHERS
IN THE COLLEGE-EDUCATED U.S. WORKFORCE, 1984

Characteristic Teachers Nonteachers

Percent female 67.5 33.8
Percent minority 12.6 10.0
Age 39.2 a 7.2
Years of college 4.9 4.5
Percent urban 54.4 '72.8
Annual earnings $20,649 $27,525
Weekly hours 42.9 42.9

SOURCE: Compiled from U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Current Population Survey, March 1984.

7
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Although accurate estimates of the total number of elementary and
secondary teachers have not been available since 1980, CES estimates
that the total number of full-time equivalent (FTE) teachers has been
Natively stable at around 2.5 million since 1975 (NCES, 1985b). Dur-

ing this period, there has been some aging of the teacher workforce,
with the proportion of teachers in the 20-24 age group dropping from
10.2 percent in 1976-77 to 4.5 percent in 1983-84, and the proportion
younger than 35 dropping from 53.2 percent to 37.2 percent (see Table
2).

Interestingly, these statistics indicate that the proportion of teachers
age g and over remained quite stable during this period with only a
slight increase from 9.5 percent in 1976-77 to 10.0 percent in 1983-84.
The analogous percentages of teachers in the 60 and over age group
were 3.8 percent in 1976-77 and 4.3 percent in 1983-84, indicating
some graying of the teaching force but only a marginal increase in the
numbers of teachers approaching retirement. Since these statistics and

Table 2

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS BY AGE GROUP,
1976-77, 1980-81, AND 1983-84

Level of School
and Age Group 1976-77 1980-81 1983-84

All teachers
20 to 24 10.2 6.8 4.5
25 to 34 43.0 37.4 32.7
35 to 44 21.4 28.3 35.4
45 to 54 159 18.1 17.4
55 and over 95 9.5 10.0

Elementary teachers
20 to 24 11.2 7.2 5.0
25 to 34 42.3 36.8 32.5
35 to 44 20.3 27.2 34.7
45 to 54 16.0 18.8 17.6
55 and over 10.2 10.0 10.1

Secondary teachers
20 to 24 9.0 6.4 3.9
25 to 34 43.8 38.0 32.9
35 to 44 22.6 29.4 36.2
45 to 54 15.7 173 17.1
SE and over 8.8 8.9 9.9

SOURCE: NCES (1985b), Table 3.7.
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those listed in Table 1 are derived from Current Population Survey
data, they provide reasonably reliable estimates of teachers' demo-
graphic characteristics, which can be updated yearly at minimal
expense to monitor changes in the demographic characteristics of the
teacher workforce; but far more detailed data are required to pinpoint
changes by type of school, teaching field, and location.

Other survey statistics suggest that there has been a marked shift in
the experience levels of teachers during the last 10 years. (See Table
3.) The statistics for the years up to 1981, which are drawn from
National Education Association (NEA) surveys, show a sharp drop
between 1976 and 1981 in the proportion of public school teachers with
fewer than five years of experience and a sizable increase in the pro-
portion of teachers with over 20 years of experience. The analogous
statistics for 1983, which come from the NEA National Teacher Opin-
ion Poll, may indicate a continuation of the trend, but some of the
apparent change between 1981 and 1983 may r ilect differences in the
surveys themselves. The rapid increase in the proportion of teachers
with 20 or more years of experience has not been accompanied by an
increase of the same order of magnitude in the proportion of teachers
of age 45 or over (from 25.4 percent in 1976-77 to 27.4 percent in
1983-84). Instead, the largest increase has been in the proportion of
mid-career teachers, age 35 to 44. The clustering of teachers in middle
to senior career levels suggests that teacher retirement may become a
far more significant source of teacher turnover than it has been in the
past.

Table 3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS BY EXPERIENCE, PUBLIC
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 1961-83

Yeats Experience 1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 1983

1 to 2 14.3 18.4 16.8 11.3 5.3 3.2
3 to 4 13.2 14.4 15.6 16.0 8.2 5.1
5 to 9 19.4 21.7 24.0 28.9 26.2 22.4
10 to 14 15.1 14.2 15.6 17.3 23.0 25.7
15 to 19 10.4 98 9.7 12.5 15.4 17.4
20 or more 27.6 21.4 18.3 14.1 21.9 26.1

Mean years of
experience 13 12 11 10 13 15

Median years of
experience 11 8 8 8 12 13

SOURCE: NCES (1985b), Table 3.5.
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Understanding changes in the composition of the teacher workforce
during the last decade requires moving back in time to understand the
factors that shaped the current workforce. Many of today's teachers
entered the profession during the period of rapid expansion of th.:
teaching force to accommodate the baby boom. For elementary schools
this expansion began in the mid 1950s and lasted through the early
1970s. This has been followed by a decline in elementary school
enrollments in most areas during the 1970s and early 1980s, especially
in large metropolitan areas in the East and Midwest (NCES, 1985b,
p. 24). The aftereffect has been a concentration in some areas of a
disproportionate number of teachers who will be approaching retire-
ment within the next 15 years. This narrowing in the age distribution
of current teachers was exacerbated by staff reductions in force in
some areas during the 1970s and early 1980s, which fell disproportion-
ately on younger teachers.

Although the teaching force has become more experienced over time,
teacher surveys indicate a relative stability over time in other charac-
teristics. Most public teachers (over 80 percent) are first-generation
college graduates, and about 60 percent come from working class fami-
lies. These proportions have remained fairly stable since 1961 (NEA,
1981). About 30 percent of public school teachers teach in the com-
munity where they grew up; another 50 percent teach in a community
where they spent much of their adult life (NEA, 1981).

TEACHER PREPARATION

The greater experience level of the teaching force has been reflected
in higher levels of educational attainment, as most teachers have con-
tinued to gain education throughout their years in teaching. According
to the most recent national data, 52.3 percent of all public school
teachers held at least a master's degree in 1983. This represents a
dramatic increase from only 38 percent in 1976 and 23 percent in 1966.
Although 15 percent of teachers had less than a bachelor's degree in
1961, by 1983 the proportion was only 0.4 percent (NCES, 1985b,
p. 154).

Although the overall educational attainment of the current teaching
force has increased, some evidence suggests that the academic ability of
recent entrants to teaching has declined. A study commissioned by the
Council of Chief State School Officers noted that education WW1'S
have usually ranked below other college majors on Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) scores, but that the gap widened between 1972 and 1980,
when the average SAT verbal scores of education majors declined by 29

4 ,
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points and their SAT mathematics scores fell by 31 points. During the
same period, the average SAT scores of the general student population
feL by approximately 20 points. In 1981 the SAT verbal sec res of edu-
cation majors were 35 points below the average for all U.S. college stu-
dents and their SAT mathematics scores were 48 points below the
national average (Council of Chief State School Officers, 1984). A
1984 study of education majors at 17 colleges in the South found that
the SAT scores of education majors averaged 70 points below those of
students in the arts and sciences divisions (Galambos, 1985, p. 34). Of
course, education majors are not the only college graduates who enter
teaching; of the recent college graduates who entered teaching in 1985,
about 30 percent majored in fields other than education.' However,
other evidence (Vance and Schlechty, 1982) indicates that, during the
1970s, both education majors and other entrants to teaching were dis-
proportionately drawn from the lowest groups of SAT-scorers, and that
the most academically able were least likely to enter teaching if they
majored in education or to stay in teaching if they entered.

Test scores are not clear evidence of quality or lack of quality.
What we mean by teacher quality may be more influenced by what
teacher candidates learn after they enter college than by the entrance
examination scores that they presented at matriculation. Therefore,
concern about teacher candidate SAT scores is increasingly being
replaced by attention to the content of the education that they receive
in college.

A recent study conducted by the Southern Regional Education
Board has questioned the academic content of college criursework taken
by those preparing to enter teaching (Galambos, 1985). That study
also found that teacher candidates (education majors) take fewer
college-level courses in English, mathematics, physical sciences,
economics, history, political science, sociology, foreign languages, and
philosophy than students who major in arts and sciences. The study
found that teacher candidates take only 38 percent of their total college
hours in general education rubjects (mathematics, science, social sci-
ence, and humanities) compared to 45 percent for other college stu-
dents, and that the subject area majors undertaken by secondary
teacher candidates averaged fewer total credit hours and fewer credit
hours in upper-level coursework than was the case for other subject
majors.

These findings regarding trends in the academic ability and college
preparation of recent teacher candidates suggest that there is reason
for concern about the newer cohorts of teacher entrants and that more
detailed information is needed about teachers' academic backgrounds.

'CES, Recent College Graduates Survey, 1985, unpublished tabulations.
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION AND TRAINING

To upgrade the qualifications and quality of the teacher workforce,
most states have enacted changes in teacher certification and training
policies in the past few years (AACTE, 1985). These changes have
included establishment of teacher competency testing as a part of the
training and certification process in 46 states, additions to the course
requirements for students in teacher preparation curricula, and estab-
lishment of minimum academic achievement standards for admission
to teacher preparation programs (Darling-Hammond and Berry, 1988).

In support of efforts to improve the qualifications of the teacher
workforce, 70 percent of teacher education programs now have
minimum grade requirements that must be met before a student is
admitted to the training program. Half also require that students pass
a proficiency test before completing the programa number that has
doubled since 1980 (Holmstrom, 1985).

In some cases the adoption of higher admission standards or of
higher academic performance standards for students in teacher training
programs has been the initiative of an individual institution. In many
instances, however. the adoption of such policies has been mandated by
state education authorities as an extension of teacher certification
requirements. Seventeen states have prescribed admissions tests for
entry into teacher training programs, and 13 states have enacted
minimum grade point standards for teacher training program admis-
sions (Goertz, 1985, p. 20).

Most states have also adopted modifications in specific teacher certi-
fication requirements. The most notable of these have been increases
in required hours of college credit in a subject area for secondary certi-
fication, evaluation of classroom performance for beginning teacher
certification, and continuing education requirements for recertification.
However, state requirements for teacher certificationand the nature
of recent changesvary so substantially that a teacher certified in one
state is unlikely to meet the certification requirements in another.

The complexity and confusing variety of rules applying to teacher
certification may contribute to local imbalances between teacher supply
and demand. To reenter teaching in a new state of residence, former
teachers often must undertake additional coursework. Also, they often
lose credit for prior experience and must enter the new state or local
compensation system at or near the bottom of the salary schedule.
Many teachers aleo lose their state retirement benefits when they leave
the state. All of these factors discourage former teachers from reenter-
ing teaching after an interstate move or from moving to another state
where their services might be needed.
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TEACHER TURNOVER

As noted above, teacher experience and education increased during
the period from the late 1960s to the early 1980s, as the veteran teach-
ing force became more stable. There are several indicators of increased
stability over this 15-year period, including fewer breaks in service for
teachers, decreased mobility, and evidence of lower turnover.

About 70 percent of public school teachers in 1981 had had no
breaks in their continuous teaching service, up from about 62 percent
in 1966. Although more female teachers had breaks in service than
men (37 percent versus 16 percent), primarily for childrearing reasons,
the proportion of women teachers taking leaves from teaching declined
steadily from 1966 to 1981 (NEA, 1981). This trend signifies a change
in occupational exit and reentry patterns that has implications for
data-gathering efforts. The traditional view that teaching is an occu-
pation in which women make frequent exits for childrearing from
which they then return is less true than it once was.

Teacher mcbaity also appears to have declined over the years from
1966 to 1981; onl j 2 percent of public school teachers taught in another
school system in the previous year, and an equal number were planning
to do so in the following year, as compared to 6-7 percent 15 years ear-
lier (Table 4). The decline in mobility may have been linked to the
decrease in new teacher demand during the 1970s, as mobility is easier
when many positions need to be filled. However, in 1981, for the first
time, a larger percentage of teachers was teaching during the previous
school year (94.5 percent) than planned to teach the following year
(89.1 percent) (NEA, 1981).

Other data suggest that betwin about 1969 and 1983 teacher turn-
over continued to decline (Grissmer and Kirby, 1987). In four states
that publish time series de.taIllinois, Michigan, New York, and
Utahturnover rates (including attrition from teaching and mobility
out of state) showed a downward trend from the 1960s and 1970s to
the 1980s. Here, "turnover" includes all teachers who taugi in the
state during one year and not in the following year but excludes
within-state mobility (i.e., teacher moves from one district to another
within the state). The definition includes both temporary and per-
manent (and voluntary/involuntary) attrition from teaching within the
state and individuals moving to another state who may or may not
teach.

One explanation for there trends is that, during the 1960s, there was
a strong demand for new teachers, whose turnover rates run 5 to 10
times higher than for mid-career teachers. As the demand for new
teachers declined during the 1970s and 1980s, the teaching force
became predominantly mid-career and hence more stable.
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Table 4

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS' ACTIVITIES DURING
THE PREVIOUS AND FOLLOWING YEARS, 1966-81

Activity

1966 1971 1976 1981

Last
Year

Next
Year

Last
Year

Next
Year

Last
Year

Next
Year

Las:,
Year

Next
Year

Full-time teaching 87.4 91.3 88.2 89.4 90.8 91.2 94.5 89.1

Same school system 80.5 85.6 83.9 84.6 88.3 87.3 92.5 87.2
Another school system 6.9 5.7 4.3 4.8 2.5 3.9 2.2 1.8

Attending college or
university full time 8.5 1.7 7.0 14 4.5 1.3 1.0 0.9

Military service 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1

Working in nonteaching
position 1.1 1.5 1.4 2.1 1.2 1.9 0.9 2.4

Homemaking/childrearing 1.6 2.9 2.0 3.2 1.7 2.1 1.2 2.4

Unemployed and seeking
work 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 LI 0.2 1.1

Retired 0.0 1.5 0.1 2.2 0.0 1.5 0.1 1.7

Other 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.3 1.4 0.9 2.1 2.3

SOURCE: NEA (1981).

However, this demographic shift can explain only a portion of the
change in overall turnover rates. In New York, turnover rates for each
age group declined from 1967 to 1983 (see Table 5). These data show
the usual higher turnover for younger age groups for each time period.
However, within each age group, turnover declined over time, except
for retirement-eligible groups where it increased over time. These
trends point to structural factors within the teaching profession or the
teacher labor market, which resulted, for a time, in higher long-term
retention rates for teachers before retirement.

TEACHING AS AN OCCUPATION

Trends in experience levels, continuity of service, mobility, attriticn,
and educational attainment of teachers may suggest that a greater pro-
portion of current teachers are committed to teaching as a career than
was true in the past. These changes can occur because of demographic

4';2.0
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Table 5

TURNOVER RATES BY AGE, NEW YORK STATE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1967-84

Age 1967-68 1974-75 1981-82 1983-84

< 35 21.8 15.8 11.3 11.4
35-39 10.1 7.4 6.1 6.4
40.44 8.7 6.5 5.4 5.7
45 1 7.9 6.5 5.2 5.3
50-54 8.7 8.4 7 4 7.9
55-59 :1.3 13.6 14.6 16.5
60+ 24.0 30.2 27.1 29.8

SOURCE: Unpublished data, New York State
Education Department, Information Center on Educa-
tion, July 1983.

shifts in the teaching force, changes in the overall labor market for col-
lege graduates, and structural changes in the occupation.

a
Life Cycle Career Patterns for Teachers

Patterns of participation in the teaching profession tend to follow a
general life cycle theory of participation and attrition from occupa-
tions. As Tabh., 5 shows, turnover rates, as a function of age, follow a
U-shaped pattern. The rates are high I r individuals early in their
career, low during the mid-career phase, and high again once retire-
ment eligibility is achieved.

High turnover during the first five years of teaching can be
explained by several factors. Individuals may leave because of a
mismatch between original expectations and actual experience as
teachers, or because of attractive outside opportunities. Incoming
teachers often get the least desirable assignments, spend more time
preparing for classes, and lack an established support network. They
are also often adjusting to a first job and the experience of living
autonomously. Conflicts may arise between the demands of holding a
job and family formation that usually takes place at this time. For a
number of reasons, transfers to other occupations are generally easier
at this early phase of the career, as salaries and debt obligations are
lower, and occupation- and location-specific human capital (such as
retirement vesting) is not high.
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Teachers who reach the mid-career phase (defined roughly as 10-25
years of teaching experience) have a much lower turnover rate. "Self-
selection" is a partial explanationcontinuing teachers have a higher
"taste" for teaching. If they did not leave earlier in their careers, they
are less likely to leave later. Another explanation is that, in mid-
career, it is harder for those who lack transferable job skills to find
alternative jobs with matching salaries. They are also less mobile
because of family responsibilities and debt obligations, and they are
less likely to have their careers interrupted by family formation and
childrearing.

Late career turnover depends on the structure of the relevant retire-
ment system. Eligibility for retirement ordinal ily depends on two
factorsage and years of experience. A typical system might require
attaining age 55 with at least 20 years of teaching in the system. Stay-
ing beyond these minimum requirementstypically to age 62 or 65
enhances the retirement pension. Turnover begins to increase when
teachers attain the minimum requirements for eligibility.

Labor Market Conditions and Teaching

A major factor influencing the teaching force between the late 1960s
and the early 1980s was the decline in student enrollments producing
lower demand for new teachers at a time when there was also an over-
supply of college graduates seeking work in other sectors of the
economy. Relatively steady increases in the unemployment rate from
the 1960s through 1983, especially among persons with four or more
years of college, and steady increases in the proportion of women in
the labor force, proCiaced substantial competition among college gradu-
ates for jobs. The oversupply of prospective teachers in the 1970s who
could not easily find alternative employment resulted in salary levels
that did not keep pace with increases in other fields. Consequently,
school administrators could be more selective in teacher hiring. The
recessions in the 1980s (January-July, 1980, and July, 1981-November
1982) and their aftermath of unusually high unemployment for college
graduates in 1982-83 undoubtedly influenced the observed decline in
teacher turnover rates during the early part of this decade. Virtually
all of these factors, however, can be expected to change in the years
ahead.

The characteristics of the "average" individual entering the profes-
sion changes when demand for new teachers is high rather than low.
Other thing. equal, a high demand for new teacherssuch as existed in
the 1960senwurages individuals at the margin to enter the profession
who have less "teste" or commitment for teaching. Individuals who

26
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chose teaching in the baby boom era were more easily attracted into
teaching because of the ready availability of jobs and may have made
less informedand more easily reverseddecisions about the suitabil-
ity of teaching for them.

At the same time, school districts are probably less discriminating
and less selective in hiring during times of high new teacher demand.
Greater selectivity can mean hiring more experienced and able teachers
rather than new college graduates, or choosing individuals displaying
characteristics associated with longevity and commitment to the pro-
fession. As demand for new teachers grows, school districts must reach
deeper into the pool of applicants, which usually means accepting
teachers with less desirable characteristics.

There has been an additional change in the pool of entering teachers
in recent years which might have led to lower turnover: More entering
teachers have had either previous teaching experience or previous work
experience outside the profession. Both of these characteristics lead to
lower turnover. Two conditions created this pool of more experienced
individuals As the demand for new teachers declined in the 1970s,
there was a surplus of education majors unable to get teaching jobs.
Some of these individuals took other jobs and waited to enter teaching
until opportunities became available. There were also reductions in
force in some areas, creating a pool of experienced teachers who would
later reenter teaching. The existence of these pools in the early 1980s
meant that school districts were less dependent on the new college
graduate market.

These trends are evident in Table 4. From 1966 to 1981 the propor-
tion of new entrants (those who were not teaching in the previous
year) declined from 13 percent to 5 percent of the total teaching force.
Meanwhile, the proportion of new entrants who had been attending
college the previous year declined from 67 percent (or 8.5 percent of
the total teaching force) in 1966 to 13 percent (or 1 percent of the total
teaching force) in 1981. In 1981, 16 percent of new entrants had been
working in nonteaching positions during the previous year; 22 percent
had been homemakers; 6 percent had been unemployed or retired; and
the remainder were engaged in other pursuits.

It thus seems likely that the new teachers hired in the late 1970s
and early 1980s were more highly selected and more experienced than
those selected in the 1960s and early 1970s. This is consistent with
evidence suggesting that districts' ability to be selective in hiring teach-
ers depends on demand conditions (Murnane and Phillips, 1981). This
kind of selectivity would primarily affect early turnover of teachers.

Another factor leading to higher turnover in times of growth in the
teaching force is the relative ease of mcvement among teaching jobs.

2 a
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Decisions to move between schools, districts, and states are iess risky
when jobs are readily available than they are in tighter labor markets.
It is also easier to stop teaching to return to school, raise children, or
try another job kr owing that teaching jobs will be available if one
decides to return. The teacher reductions in force that occurred in the
late 1970s and 1980s re .forced the risk associated with leaving teach-
ing jobs.

Real increases in teacher pay, benefits, and working conditions rela-
tive to closely competing occupations should result in increased teacher
retention. Teachers' salaries increased to some extent during the
1960s, but subsequent declines were steep, and more recent increases
have not recouped the ground lost during the 1970s (see Table 6).
Increases since 1981 have not yet returned average teacher salaries to
their reel dollar level of 1971, and when adjusted for experience, the
gap is still wider. Salaries do not seem to be the major reason for
increased stability in the teaching force, although benefits and working
conditions may have improved. The change in one key working
conditionclass sizecan be documented. Class sizes have declined by
15 to 20 percent from the 1960s to the 1980s.

Changes in teacher retirement systems can also influence teacher
turnover. Higher benefit levels may reduce turnover among mid-career
teachers by providing greater incentives to stay in the profession. Poli-
cies regarding early retirement can also affect age-specific turnover
rates by influencing the timing of retirement.

Table 6

AVERAGE TEACHER SALARIES, 1956-8n

Year
Current
Dollars

1986

Dollars

Adjusted for
Teacher Experience

(1986 Dollars)

1956 4,055 16,564

1961 5,275 19,575 21,410

1966 6,485 22,184 24,818
1971 9,269 25,408 29,060
1976 12,591 24 554 28,698
1981 17,364 21,203 23,085
1986 25,240 25,240 25,240

SOTIRCE: AFT (1986), Tables II.1 and
II 2.
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Alternative Career Opportunities

A very important labor market development affecting teacher supply
and demand is the growth in career opportunities available to women
and minorities. Traditionally, teaching has been a leading career
choice of female college graduates, but academically talented women
are increasingly pursuing other occupations. Between 1970 and 1981,
the proportion of women receiving bachelor's degrees in education
decreased by more than half, from 36 percent to 17 percent. During
that decade, women's professional options expanded enormously.
Women's occupational choices shifted from education, English, and the
social sciences to business and commerce and the health professions.
The proportion of degrees granted to women also increased tenfold in
the biological sciences, computer sciences, engineering, and law. The
same pattern is evident for minority students (Darling-Hammond,
1984).

The range of expanded options available to talented women and
minorities today means that schools now have to compete with other
occupations and industries for talent. This has affected teacher pro-
duction and may affect the size of the reserve pool as well. The
number of college students choosing to teach has declined from over
200,000 annually (or about one-fifth of all college graduates) during the
early 1970s to just over 100,000 annually (about 10 percent of college
graduates) in the mid-1980s. In addition, those le-wing teaching may
be less likely to return to the profession. As the number of college-age
students declines in coming years, and competition for college gradu-
ates increases from other sectors of he labor market, the earlier tradi-
tional "pools" of teachers may become harder to tap.

Changes in women's initial occupational choices are related to
changes in their labor force participation as well. Throughout this cen-
tury, each succeeding cohort of women has had higher labor force par-
ticipation rates, remaining out of the labor force for less time during
the chiMbearing period and returning to work at higher rates
thereafter. The overall labor force participation rate for women is now
over 50 percent; for those under 30, it is closer to 70 percent, including
married women and women with children (Waite, 1981). Traditionally,
women entered teaching both because they had few other professional
opportunities and because its work schedule was more consistent with
family responsibilities than many other occupations. Although the
compatibility of teaching with family responsibilities is probably still
an attraction for many women, as women's labor force patterns
increasingly approximate those of men's, many professional women can
be expected to seek the same payoffs from their labor force activity
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that men seek, such as promotion opportunities and professionally
competitive salaries.

As the teaching force is still predominantly female and the job is
structured in many ways based on the premise that this will continue
to be so, these changes in the occupational and labor force decisions of
women have important implications for teaching. On the one hand,
more career-oriented younger women may be less willing to trade off
low salaries and flat career profiles for the flexibility that teaching
allows to accommodate childrearing. On the other hand, some women
who left teaching to raise children (many now in their late 30s to mid-
40s) may, in seeking reentry to the labor force, consider teaching as a
job option, thus expanding the potential pool of teachers. These
women, some of whom prepared to teach years ago, are part of the
reserve pool for teachingan increasingly important source of
supplyalthough reentry into teaching may be inhibited in some areas
by recent changes in certification standards. Data-collection efforts
should seek to identify the types of individuals attracted to teaching
under different certification and career structure conditions.

In addition to these labor force changes affecting the primary pool of
traditional teachers, a number of recent policy changes are likely to
influence the nature of teaching as a career, and hence the types of
individuals who will enter teaching and the amount of time they will
stay.

CHANGES IN THE TEACHING OCCUPATION

The recognition of problems facing the teaching profession has led
to a series of policy initiatives and changes by state legislatures, gover-
nors, state and local school boards, and colleges involved in teacher
training. These changes have had the multiple, and sometimes con-
flicting, aims of

Enhancing teacher recruitment;
Improving the quality of the teacher workforce in terms of
academic preparation and qualifications; and
Creating greater incentives for improved educational perfor-
mance in the schools.

3
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Teacher Compensation

Perhaps more than any other single element affecting teaching,
teacher pay has been identified as a critical policy variable by public
officials wanting to improve teaching conditions. In the past several
years, teacher salaries have increased in every state (Feistritzer, 1985).
With much attention being given to beginning teacher salaries to
attract new entrants, across-the-board salary increases have also been
enacted in some states.

In 15 states, laws have been enacted creating career ladder or merit
pay systems that supplement the beginning salary or across-the-board
salary increases (AACTE, 1985). These plans present the prospect of
future salary growth for teachers who satisfy specified criteria of merit.
In addition to raising earnings, it is presumed that career ladder plans
will raake teaching more attractive to capable individuals who expect to
be rewarded for their achievements. The ultimate outcomes of these
plans have yet to be determired, though, as some have met with sub-
stantial opposition and others have been tabled for lack of funding
(Darling-Hammond and Berry, 1988).

Recruitment Initiatives

Besides increasing teacher salaries, a number of other innovations
have been adopted to recruit new teachers. Almost every state has
recently adopted some form of aid for college students who prepare to
enter teaching. These programs range from scholarships for academic
achievement to forgivable student loans for those who complete a
minimum period of teaching service (AACTE, 1985). In some states
these programs are directed only toward candidates for teaching posi-
tions in areas of critical need such as mathematics and science.
Increasingly, though, the trend is toward incentives for all teaching
fields. A recent report cited evidence that 213 percent of all teacher
preparation programs in the nation now offer some form of scholarship
or loan program to recruit high academic achievers into teaching
(Holmstrom, 1985).

Another innovation to enhance teacher recruitment has been the
adoption of alternative teacher certification routes. These alternatives
vary from the traditional emergency certificates offered in some states
to experimental programs of provisional certification and in-service
training for graduates of liberal arts programs who have not completed
traditional teacher training curricula. Also included under this heading
are recent changes in some states that allow teachers certified in one
area to more easily acquire certification in another teaching area in

.1,3
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which the school has a critical need. Over half of the states now have
some or all of tilese alternative certification routes available (AACTE,
1985). These initiatives, however, operate in tension with simulta-
neous state moves to increase regular certification requirements.

Changes in Working Conditions and Status

Recent discussions of the problems facing the teaching profession
have suggested that the solutions to the lessened attractiveness of
teaching may need to go deeper than pay raises and certification
changes. Large numbers of teachers are dissatisfied with the working
conditions and social status of teaching. Between 1966 and 1981 the
proportion of teachers saying they would not choose teaching as a
career if they had it to do over again increased from under 10 percent
to nearly 40 percent (Darling-Hammond, 1984). Many teachers who
now regret their career decisions may discourage their own students
from considering teaching as a career (Berry, 1985).

The causes of alienation among teachers may be traced to a number
of factors including working conditions, administrative patterns, salary
policies, and public attitudes. Working conditions that have been iden-
tified as sources of teacher dissatisfaction include crowded classrooms,
inadequate preparation time, and lack of time and energy for teaching
because of the burden of clerical, custodial, and disciplinary duties.
Teachers have difficulty perceiving themselves as valued, competent
professionals when their work environments lack the kind of clerical
support and facilities available to other professionals.

Administrative patterns have also been cited as sources of disaffec-
tion. Increased centralization of decisionmaking in many school sys-
tems tends to strip teachers of decisionmaking authority and the ability
to be creative and innovative in their teaching. Lack of control over
the structure and content of their work reduces the motivation for per-
formance.

Salary policies are important influences on teacher morale in two
ways: First, the general inadequacy of teacher salary levels can be
interpreted as a measure of our society's true regard for the value of
teaching and of ti xchers. This is to be expected in a society that often
relates social status and prestige to economic status. Second, the
standardized nature of most teacher pay scalesin conjunction with a
flat career structureprovides little motivation or reward for outstand-
ing performance. Teachers' social status has also declined as the gen-
eral population has become more educated and as dissatisfaction with
school performance has increased.

3 4
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Efforts to improve teacher status and working conditions include a
variety of teacher recognition programs, increased support for teacher
aides and clerical assistance, relief from nonteaching duties, and reallo-
cations of decisionmakng authority to give voice to teachers' views.

Over time, the development of policy reforms th t may change the
occupational structure of teaching will interact with labor market fac-
tors to shape the supply and demand for teachers. These factors pro-
vide the backdrop for modeling teacher supply and demand and for
examining the assumptions that underlie projections of supply and
demand. We turn to these issues in the following sections of this
report.



III. TEACHER SUPPLY

Individuals are attracted to, are trained for, enter, and reenter the
teaching profession along many different paths. Figure 1 provides a
schematic representation of the flows of teachers in and out of the
teaching force. It "an be thought of as applying to the national precol-
lege teaching force or to any segment of that force, such as the subpop-
ulation of science teachers within a particular region or state.

COMPONENTS OF TEACHER SUPPLY

The stock of teachers at the beginning of any school year (indicated
by the box at the bottom of the figure) consists of four components of
teacher supply: (1) new entrants into the system; (2) former teachers
who are reentering the system; (3) holdover teachers from the preced-
ing year; and (4) immigrants, that is, individuals who have transferred
into the system from other teaching posts. Depending on the stock of
teachers under consideration, the "immigrants" category may be small,
as it is in the case of the national precollege teaching force. However,
if it consists, say, of science teachers in Colorado secondary schools,
the immigrants category would include nonscience and nonsecondary
teachers from Colorado who become secondary school science teachers,
as well as teachers transferring from other states, and this category
could constitute a sizable segment of the current stock.

Examining the characteristics of current teachers is a necessary first
step in profiling the nation's teaching force in a manner that is useful
for assessing future supply. At a minimum, data on ages, qualifica-
tions, and assignments are needed, as well as information on dates of
entry into teaching and sources of teacher supply.

In addition to information on current teachers, assessments of
teacher supply require data on two groups of prospective teachers: stu-
dents in the teacher training "pipeline" who can be expected to enter
teaching shortly, and the "reserve pool" of individuals who are qualified
to teach but are not currently teaching.

The pool sizes and the likelihoods of transitions into the teaching
force among individual members of the prospective teacher pipeline
and reserve pool constit-+. the "supply side" of the teacher labor
market. The fact that the populations of current and prospective
teachers are in a continual state of flux suggests that we should think
of teacher supply as a dynamic process that depends on numbers of
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potential teachers in each of several populations and on -umerous fac-
tors that affect the career choices of prospective teachers. Supply pro-
jections, instead of being expressed as single numbers encompassing all
sources of supply, can be viewed as conditional estimates that depend
on the numbers of prospective teachers in the populations of interest
as well as factors, such es certification rules and salary levels, that
affect entry rats into the teaching force.
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None of these estimates is simple to derive, and currently available
data sources are inadequate for most of them. To complicate matters
further, local or regional supply estimates must take account of in- and
out-migration from the labor market area, and field-specific estimates
must take account of substitution possibilities among teachers in dif-
ferent teaching areas. These "immigrant" sources of supply take
several forms and are of varying importance in different types of
schools, districts, and teaching fields. At the school level, for example,
a vacancy for a mathematics teacher may be filled by recruiting a
mathematics teacher from another school, by assigning other teachers
to cover the requisite courses, or by resorting to combinations of part-
time, substitute, or itinerant teachers for some or all of the classes that
are to be taught.

When shortages or budgetary problems occur, other staffing and
scheduling changes may be used to alleviate unfilled or partially filled
vacancies. These include reassigning some courses to other teachers
who do not have a full teaching load, changing course offerings, and
adjusting class sizes or teaching loads. These responses artificially
alter the demand for teachers of certain types and affect the character
of teacher supply in ways that can be inferred only from examinations
of hiring and assignment practices.

State and district personnel policies regarding certification, compen-
sation, hiring, and retention mediate between the demand for teachers
and the supply of potential teachers to shape the teaching force at any
given time. These policies, along with labor market conditions and fac-
tors affecting the relative attractiveness of teaching, influence which
prospective teachere decide to teach and which are selected to teach.
The policies themselves do not remain immune from supply and
demand forces: In times of high demand or relatively short supply, the
policies often change to allow most positions to be filled (e.g., increases
in salary, relaxation of certification requirements, and changes in hir-
ing practices).

Because of this interplay between teacher supply and the quality of
teaching candidates, assessments of supply must take into account the
qualifications of current and potential teachers. The quality distribu-
tion in each component of the supply pool is critical, because sharp
changes in demand may produce greater adjustments in "quality" than
in "quantity." Indicators of the qualifications of current and prospec-
tive teachers are needed to assess current supply under differing quality
standards and to gauge future supply based on assumptions about
changes in those standards.

To estimate the effects of various policy alternatives on overall sup-
ply, we need to know more about the sources of entry into teaching,
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the size and character of the reserve teaching pool, the conditions
under which its members will offer their services to education, the
determinants of teacher turnover, and the degree to which certain
teacher attributes or skills are interchangeable when shortages exist in
some teaching fields while surpluses exist in others.

SUPPLY OF NEW TEACHERS

In the past, the primary source of new teachers has consisted of
recent bachelor's or master's degree recipients who completed an
approved program or accumulated the requisite number and distribu-
tion of college courses for initial certification. The second major com-
ponent includes college graduates who ara not qualified to teach upon
graduation but who enter a postbaccalaureate program that leads to
qualification; this may be a year of graduate education or a sequence of
undergraduate courses, depending on state requirements. Another
potential source of future teachers includes bachelor's degree recipients
not qualified to teach who engage in nonteaching activities either in or
out of the labor force. Some individuals in this group subsequently
enter postbaccalaureate teacher qualification programs; upon cc-rple-
tion, they join the ranks of persons qualified to teach.

Many college graduates who are qualified to teach take nonteaching
jobs or remain unemployed for a year or more before they enter teach-
ing. Others who initially enter nonteaching occupations or pursue
homemaking careers may seek teaching credentials several years after
leaving college. Although late entrants from the nonteaching sector
may not have constituted a large proportion of new teachers in the
past, college graduates in nonteaching occupations and homemaking
constitute a relatively large population of individuals who may consider
a career in teaching at some time in the future, given appropriate
inducements or adverse employment experiences in other fields.

The component of teacher supply that has received the most atten-
tion in previous analyses is the supply of beginning teachers coming
out of the teacher pipeline, especially those college graduates who are
qualified to teach at the time of graduation. Projections of the future
supply of teachers can be made by either estimating the average proba-
bilities of entry into teaching for homogeneous subgroups of prospec-
tive teachers or by adding up individual propensities for all individuals
in the pipeline; thus, it is important to know how these propensities
vary over time and across Jubpopulations of the pipeline.

In the absence of detailed data, it is commonly assumed in making
projections that the teacher production rate is a constant share of the
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college student population. In fact between 1971 and 1981, the propor-
tion of college students majoring in education declined by nearly
halffrom 21 percent to 11.6 percent. Thus, projections of teacher
supply must allow for trends in the occupational decisionmaking of stu-
dents.

To gauge college graduates' propensities to enter teaching, we need
to know what proportion of students receiving bachelor's degrees in
education actually plan to teach, and how many do so. We also need
to know what proportion of students receiving degrees in other fields
enter teaching Prior CES surveys of recent college graduates have
obtained such data; however, they do not provide information about
the degree tc which failure to enter teaching is due to inability to find
jobs or to changes in occupational plans. Such information could be
derived from follow-up surveys of recent college graduates.

The proportion of teacher education graduates who enter teaching
varies substantially over time and across teaching fields. In 1976-77,
CES estimated that the proportion of newly qualified graduates seeking
teaching positions was 77 percent, with only 60 percent ultimately
accepting teaching positions. In 1981, the estimate of those seeking
full-time positions was 85 percent, with 64 percent ultimately accepting
such positions. Differences among teaching fields are also substantial.
In 1981, for example, only 30 percent of prospective health teachers
accepted full-time teaching jobs as compared to 75 percent of prospec-
tive special education teachers (NCES, 1983).

We also need to know how many masters' degrees are awarded to
persons preparing to teach and how many to current teachers. In the
past, most masters' degrees in education were awarded to current
teachers, but this may change as states open up alternative routes to
certification for liberal arts graduates and as some teaches education
programs move to a five-year model. Furthermore, at least half the
states permit the hiring of teachers who have bypassed many state cer-
tification requirements (Raizen, 1986). Entrance into teaching on the
part of those who have not majored in undergraduate teacher education
programs can be tracked by obtaining data on the educational and
training backgrounds of members of the teaching force.

If we are to understand the factors influencing the supply of new
teachers, the relationship between educational and occupational plans
and actions must be examined at several points in the teacher training
pipeline: at college entry, choice of major, college exit, initial occupa-
tional choice, and later occupational decisions. Longitudinal survey
data tracking college students are the most suitable vehicle for assess-
ing career decisions, when sample sizes for the populations of teacher
candidates are large enough.
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SUPPLY CAF CONTINUING TEACHERS

The supply of continuing teachers in any year is the number of
teachers in the previous year less teacher turnover. Insofar as the
national teaching force is concerned, continuing teachers constitute the
largest portion of teacher supply al , as will be seen in Sec. VI, teacher
turnover is the dominant component of the demand for new teachers.
Despite its importance, CES has not collected national data on teacher
turnover for nearly 20 years.

CES projections incorporate an assumption that teacher turnover
rates are constant over time, but there are reasons to believe that turn-
over rates are not static. First, the age composition of the teaching
force changes over time; hence, the proportion of the force nearing
retirement also changes, as does the proportion of beginning teachers,
who experience high turnover rates. Second, labor market conditions
influence turnover; when teaching positions are scarce, temporary exits
may be fewer because of expected difficulty in reentering; when other
opportunities are plentiful, career changes are more likely. Third,
school policies may influence teacher turnover. Incentives for early
retirement, for example, became widespread in school districts during
the 1970s, when declining enrollments required reductions in force.
Current policy initiatives, such as internships for beginning teachers
and merit pay or career ladders for veterans, along with other changes
in salary levels, are intended to reduce turnover. Thus, we should
expect turnover to vary as the composition cf the teaching force
changes, as policies affecting teachers evolve, and as employment
opportunities outside of teaching change.

Analyses of turno, ,r rates and patterns are permitted by data col-
lected from school administrators on the numbers of teachers leaving
and their reasons for leaving. This approach to collvting turnover
data was used in the NCES 1969 : :hoot Staffing Survey. Such data
allow calculation of turnover rates and examination of turnover pat-
terns from schools or districts of different types but do not allow
exploration of turnover patterns by teacher type (e.g., age, teaching
field, qualifications, sex, and race).

To support analyses of individual turnover behavior, the ideal data
base would consist of a large, nationally representative longitudinal
study of teachers to examine the characteristics of both leavers and
nonleavers, their schools, schcol policies, and the myriad economic,
family, and community factors that affect individual employment deci-
sions. Unfortunately, that would be an extremely costly enterprise.
Less ambitious options for gathering district, school, and individual
data are described in Secs. VII and VAL At a minimum, analyses of
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turnover behavior require data that will allow examination of the con-
tributions to teacher turnover of both life cycle factors (such as age,
leaves for childrearing, and retirement) and organizational factors
(such as compensatirn and working conditions).

THE RESERVE POOL

Another large group of prospective teachers is the reserve pool of
individuals who are qualified to teach but who are not currently teach-
ing, either because they, perhaps temporarily, left teaching to raise
families or pursue more education, or because they entered other occu-
pations. Assessing the supply potential of the reserve pool depends on
estimating how many of these individuals would consider reentering
teaching under various conditions as well as the annual rates of entry
into and exit from the pool.

This source of teacher supply is difficult to assess but may become
increasingly important if the number of new college graduates entering
teaching continues to shrink. Some states estimate that they are fill-
ing many or most of their current vacancies from the reserve pool
(Raizen, 1986). However, we do not know how "deep" the pool is or
what the characteristics of its members are. Estimating the flows into
and out of the reserve pool of former teachers is difficult, partly
because this population is not restricted to particriar cohorts and
partly because former teachers constitute a very large, heterogeneous
population that is not readily circumscribed.

At the national level, there is a critical gap in information on the
size of the reserve pool of former teachers. The Rattner et al. (1971)
approachcumulating new graduates eligible to teach over time,
adjusting for mortality, and subtracting the stock of teachers currently
employed in other sectors of educationprovides a gross measure of
the size of the total reserve pool. However, this approach can tell us
nothing about the relative propensities of individuals in the pool to
seek teaching positions.

The reserve p '1 may be thought of as a series of concentric rings,
each of which represents a group of individuals not now teaching who,
under some circumstances, might enter teaching. (See Fig. 2.) As the
rings radiate from the center, the likelihood of entry to teaching for
individuals in each ring decreases. The conditions under which
members of different rings would enter teaching vary. The rings may
further be divided into sectors, by age, field, sex, or current activities
(e.g., part-time or full-time job, homemaking, and education). This
notion of the reserve pool allows us to think about the prospective
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supply of teachers in a more systematic way and to conceptualize flows
into teaching of individuals with many different backgrounds and
current circumstances. The examples shown in Fig. 2, though, are
hypothetical because we do not currently have much information on
the propensities of individuals of different types to seek jobs in
teachingor to consider doing so under varying circumstances.

Working, full-time

College graduates who did not
prepare to teach

College
graduates prepared to

teach who did not enter
teaching

Former teachers

Tea Oars
currently on leave

from teaching

,74 Ill
40-50 year

50-60

year olds
olds

20-30
year
olds

30-40
year
ads

Not working, other

Fig. 2The teaching reserve pool: an example
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There are two approaches to the acquisition of this information.
One, the inferential approach, is to develop and fit statistical models of
former teachers' employment behavior using either longitudinal data,
such as that available from CES's National Longitudinal Survey, or
cross-sectional data, such as that obtained from eliciting job histories
from recent entrants into the reserve pool or from recent reentrants
into teaching. A second approach geared to estimating future flows
from the reserve pool is to obtain intentions data through surveys in
which "what if ... " questions are asked. Of course, data obtained in
this way provide a questionable basis for inference.

To be most useful, data on teachers who enter and reenter teaching
should be combined with data on individuals who do not enter or
reenter teaching. Tracking both individuals who teach and those who
do not allows statistical analyses to estimate how the probability of
entry or reentry depends on individual attributes and the characteris-
tics of the locations in which they live. Such Gtimates can identify
groups of individuals more likely to teach and can suggest specific poli-
ties likely to increase the supply of teachers.

Another approach to studying the teacher "reserve pool" is to obtain
personal and work histories of teacher entrants and leavers through
surveys of current teachers and follow-up surveys of those who leave
teaching. These kinds of data permit identifying those portions of the
reserve pool from which the annual "takes" are largest and examining
the job characteristics associated with entry and ex't of particular types
of teachers. National data sets a; ch as the Current Population Su-
veys or the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, combined with the
teacher survey data, could be used to examine labor force behavior of
particular sectors of the potential reserve pool. ?allow -up surveys of
teachers who leave teaching would further allow examination of their
new activities, their reasons for leaving, and their plans for r. try. If
these teachers were followed for some period of time, of
reentry could be computed.

Like other components of teacher supply and demand, the Size, com-
position, a id potential availability of the reserve pool varies among
locations (and for different fields) der,enling on the characteristics of
the local population (age, education : employment) and economy,
the degree of transiency in the populi... . and current and past school
personnel practices. Districts that laid off teachers in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, for example, are st'hil rehiring members of their former
teaching staffs. Districts with lenient hiring practices may find it
easier to tap the reserve pool than those that apply stringent certifica-
tion, education, or testing requirements. States and districts with more
attractive teaching conditionshigher salaries, better working
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conditions, good benefitsand those that can offer full credit on the
salary scale for prior teaching experience may tap more competent sec-
tors of the reserve pool.

MONITORING AGGREGATE TEACHER SUPPLY

Although reliable time series for monitoring the sizes and composi-
tions of the pools of prospective teachers are not available, the "takes"
from subpopulations of these pools can be estimated using data from
surveys in which new and reentering teachers are asked about their
previous educational and employment histories. Combining this infor-
mation with data about teacher qualifications, we could identify the
proportions of newly hired teachers who co.ne from teacher programs,
from other college majors, from homemaking, and from other employ-
ment. If this type of data were collected regularly, we could examine
trends in sources of supply by field and location.

When work history data are linked to data on qualifications. we can
identify the character of current supply and monitor how changes in
certification practices influence sources of teacher supply. These data
also allow a retrospective examination of exit and reentry patterns for
career teachers, thus illuminating the behavior of those members of the
"reserve pool" who have returned to teaching. Retrospective data col-
lected from current (nonentering) teachers do not adequately describe
the characteristics of past cohorts of entering teachers because of sel'c-
tion effects, nor do they fully describe reserve pool behavior, since
those not reentering teaching are not represented. However, such data
can provide valid information on exit and reentry patterns and lengths
of continuous teaching service for committed career teachers. In con-
junction with data about those who leave teaching, these data will help
to identify the factors that influence the behavior of former teachers
and their propensities to seek teaching positions.

These kinds o data about teachers' career paths allow analyses of
the characteristics and entrance/exit patterns for teachers of different
types. Overall sources of supply can also be monitored by securing
periodic counts of newly hired teachers categorized by their sources of
entry into teaching. Both of these types of estimates are important for
tracking the sources of teacher supply. Without such knowledge, we
have no way of gauging the importance of changes in the pipeline for
overall teacher supply, or how various types of incentives or certifica-
tion changes may influence the size and character of supply.

i
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HIS? GGREGATING TEACHER SUPPLY

Despite the implication of a unified national data system for moni-
toring teacher supply and demand, the educational manpower system is
in reality a series of local systems whose boundaries are not well
defined and whose interconnections are multitudinous. Similarly, each
of the major components of teacher supply can be viewed as being
made up of subcomponents corresponding to geographical areas such as
states and metropolitan areas. Definitive analyses of teacher supply
require area-specific information on the flows of individuals into and
out of teaching, interarea mobility within the education sector, and
flows between the reserve pool and the education sector. Of course, the
labor market for teachers is not solely defined in geographical terms.
It has a skill dimension as well. Thus flows between teaching and
other professional positions in education, which may or may not be
accompanied by a locational move, are also relevant. Similarly, flows
between teaching in one subject area at one level and teaching in
another and flows from teacher preparation programs in one substan-
tive field to teaching positions in different fields are important.

From a national perspective these complexities might appear to be
irrelevant. And they probably are, so long as the surplus (or, at
another time, the shortage) is very large. But as the size of an overall
imbalance in the market declines, the nature of local and field-specific
labor markets becomes increasingly important. It is easily conceivable
that balance of supply and demand at the national level can be accom-
panied by large surpluses and shortages at the 'ical level.

All of these factors, taken in conjunction wieh national indicators of
potential shortage, suggest a level of volatility in teacher supply that
makes predictability dependent on understanding changing policy con-
ditions and labor market forces both nationally and in their many per-
mutations at the state and local level. Projectionsnational, state, or
localare only as accurate as the assumptions on which they are
based.

National estimates and projections of teacher supply, demand, and
shortage, like national unemployment rates or GNP indicators, can be
seen as signals of changes in the teaching force. They are not, in and
of themselves, roadmaps to action or predictors of local labor market
situations. Though these must be understood at the relevant level of
the labor market, such understanding can be greatly enhanced by a
structural analysis of overall demographic, economic, and social trends
as they are manifested and interact with policies and the structure of
the teaching occupation in states and localities. Because of the impor-
tance of state policies in defining who can teach and the importance of
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district policies in defining the attractions to teaching, we believe it is
important to gauge the adequacy of supply by state and district type as
well as to examine the sources and quality of supply by school and
teacher type. Data requirements for doing so are described furthcr in
Sec. VII.

, ..,
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IV. TEACHER DEMAND

Estimating and projecting aggregate teacher demand is less prob-
lematic than gauging teacher supply, since the components of demand
are, for the most part, readily measurable and since most changes are
fairly predictable. However, disaggregating demand in meaningful
ways is more difficult, requiring knowledge of school staffing patterns
and other factors that influence demand for teachers in different teach-
ing fields, levels, regions, or localities.

Figure 3 shows the components of teacher demand. The figure can
be thought of as representing the total teaching force or any segment
of that force, such as public elementary special education teachers
within a particular region, state, or locality. Si Lice the number of
teachers is the product of school enrollment and the teacher /pupil
ratio, the demand for teachers is commonly viewed as being driven by
these two factors.

The demand for new teaching staff at the start of any hiring season
depends on (1) enrollment growth, caused by changes in the size of the
relevant student population and changes in the entrance or continua-
tion rates of students; (2) changes in pupil/teacher ratios, caused by
changes in staffing patterns, class sizes or teaching loads, and program
offerings or course requirements affecting the relevant category of
teachers; and (3) teacher turnover, the sum of losses resulting from
retirements, death, disability, exits into nonteaching employment or
homemaking, involuntary losses (firings or layoffs), and promotions.

As discussed in the preceding section, a switch to another teaching
position in a different field, school, district, or state constitutes turn-
over at some level of disaggregation, though individuals who make such
switches are not lost to teaching 's a whole. Similarly, enrollment
growth or increased pupil/teacher ratios in some schools or communi-
ties may be offset by declines in others, so that although total demand
might stay constant, fluctuation.: would be apparent at different levels
of disaggregation.

FACTORS Al. FECTING TEACHER DEMAND

Although the components of teacher demand are fairly clear-cut,
they do not add up in a straightforward manner to produce an exact
count of teachers needed from year to year. Enrollments, for example,
generally produce lagged and nonlinear effects on the demand for
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teachers. An increase or decrease in enrollment does not usually
translate immediately into a corresponding proportional increase or
decrease in the number of teachers. Adjustments are made to
pupil/teacher ratios to smooth the effects of rapid enrollment changes,
to accommodate established school staffing patterns and budgets, and
to take into account existing contractual agreements with teachers, in
the case of enrollment declines.

Teacher demand is also affected by state and local district policies,
which mediate the effects of school enrollments on the numbers and
types of teachers needed by specifying class sizes, teaching loads, pro-
gram and course reqt.irements, and staffing requirements (e.g., how
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many auxiliary staff must be employed, and what types of staff may
perform whet types of functions or teach particular types of classes).
These demand-related policies are a blend of legal requirements and
less formalized practices, which may vary among districts and schools
depending on the scope and reach of state statutes or regulations, and
the choices made by local districts. School-level policies and practices
regarding teacher assignment, curriculum offerings, teaching load, and
similar variables interact with these policies to determine school-level
teaching positions which, when aggregated, constitute teacher demand.

Pupil/teacher ratios are influenced by a number of factors in addi-
tion to school budgets and enrollments. The mix of programs and
courses offered to students often dictates different levels of staff
resources. Special education courses, for example, require a lower
pupil/teacher ratio than others; districts or schools serving a large
number of students in such courses may tend to have lower
pupil/teacher ratios overall. Similarly, as program and staffing pat-
terns change for school systems as a whole, attendant changes can he
expected in the total demand for teachers as well as in the demand for
particular types of teachers. The introduction of nearly universal kin-
dergarten, the mandated provision of special education and bilingual
education, and the proliferation of auxiliary teaching staff (e.g., coun-
selors, librarians, school psychologists, and resource teachers) are all
examples of changes in program and staffing arrangements over the
past two decades that have affected demand for particular types of
teachers and, in some cases, have influenced overall pupil/teacher
ratios as well.

Demand for particular types of teachers also varies from school to
school and from district to district, both as a function of community
wealth (which influences overall demand) and as a function of com-
munity "tastes" for different types of education. Crane (1982), for
example, found that the demand for various types of elementary and
secondary teachers, expressed as the number of teachers per 1,000 stu-
dents, varied among districts of different types. Suburban college
preparatory districts evidenced higher demand for elementary
mathematics, science, and art teachers and secondary arts and humani-
ties teachers, whereas urban and rural districts had higher demand for
vocational education teachers. Factors such as community education
levels, poverty, and receipt of federal education aid were even stronger
predictor; of the type of teacher demand than were locational charac-
teristics of districts.

Finally, when relative demand for teachers shifts among fields, as
has occurred in recent years (e.g., less demand for teachers in home
economics, physical education, vocational education, and business
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education, concurrently with increased demand for mathematics and
science teachers), school systems often tend to shift senior teachers
from low-demand courses to high-demand courses rather than hiring
newcomers trained in these fields (Johnston and Aldridge, 1984). If a
subject crea vacancy is only part-time (e.g., two sections of physics to
be covered and three of physical education), the incentive to "cross-
assign" is very strong. Thus "misassignment" is a product of both
market shortage and district personnel policies regarding staffing and
teP..7her assignment, as well as the fact that demand does not always
occur tidily by subject area.

b

ASSESSING TEACHER DEMAND

Whereas we argued above that the supply of current teachers may
best be measured by the numbers of individuals holding particular
qualifications, the current demand for teachers is better measured by
counts of teachers by the subjects or grade levels they teach. Teacher
assignments presumably approximate the demand for teachers of dif-
ferent types; when added to the number of unfilled vacancies by field,
we can estimate the total current demand for teachers. Tails baseline
information, which would be obtained largely from a profile of the
current teaching force (plus data on vacancies), provides the basis for
assessing changes in demand. To be most useful, these changes ought
to be assessed by teaching level, field, and geographical location.

In what follows, we examine approaches to modeling and analyzing
teacher demand., from this discussion, we draw inferences about
appropriate levels of analysis and sources of data for such analyses.

EstimatAng Changes in Enrollment

Growth in the teacher force can result from enrollment growth or
from an increase in the teacher/pupil ratio. Depending on how one
defines the term "teacher demand," one might also add the number of
qualified teachers employed in administrative, supervisory, and special-
ist positions within schools, and the unmet demand consisting of posi-
tions for which teachers were sought but remained unfilled.

Barring major changes in the conception of elementary and second-
ary education (e.g., eztending near-universal education downward to
preschool levels, or eliminating the last year or two of secondary educa-
tion), enrollment levels can be projectee with considerable accuracy, at
least at the elementary level. Demographic data regarding the size of
the school-age population (birth and mortality rates and the size of the
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female population of childbearing age) are readily available, and the
effects of unforeseen changes in these factors are felt only after a sub-
stantial delay. Given the size of the school-age population, enrollment
at each grade level depends upon age-specific enrollment rates, which
tend to be very high. However, secondary school enrollment projec-
tions must contend with the volatility of dropout rates, which have
thus far not proved tractable to behavioral models.

Enrollments at the state or district level are considerably more diffi-
cult to project than are national enrollment trends because of the
uncertainty of migration trends, the rate of immigration in certain
areas (e.g., Texas and Southern California), and the dependence of fer-
tility patterns on race and income levels. Migration trends often follow
the economic fortunes of different areas of the country, making long-
term predictions difficult. Migration from urban to suburban areas or
between suburban areas can be caused by desire to enroll in certain
types of schools. This factor can make general migration rates poor
proxies for use in district enrollment projections. Finally, the coming
baby boomlet entering schools this year will be approximately 50 per-
cent larger for lower-income groups than for higher-income groups.
Thus, localized projections must assume different growth rates depen-
dent on the particular population mix in the area. These differential
growth and migration rates can have a marked effect on teacher
demand by district or state.

The distribution of enrolled children between public and private
education, and the related demand for teachers at bi vzific grade levels,
are other factors not easily amenable to accurate projection. Although
tile proportion of students in private schools is small (about 13 per-
cent) and the current difference between public and private
pupil/teacher ratios is not large, CES estimates that the number of
teachers in private schools increased by 45 percent between 1970 and
1983, from 10 percent of all K-12 teachers to nearly 14 percent (see
Table 7). This is due not only to growth in the private sector over
these years but also to sharper declines in pupil/teacher ratios in
private schools than in public schools. Between 1965 and 1983, overall
pupil/teacher ratios declined by 27 percent. This same rate of decrease
in public elementary schools' pupil/teacher ratios was matched by a 46
percent decrease in private elementary ratios during the same period.
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Table 7

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR REGULAR ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY LEVEL AND CONTROL:

UNITED STATES, FALL 1965 TO FALL 1983

Fall of
Year

Elementary Secondary
Total
K-12 Public Private Public Private

FTE teachers (in thousands)
1965 1933 965 147 746 76
1970 2288 1128 153 927 80
1975 2451 1180 172 1016 83
1980 2463 1177 212 985 89
1983 2462 1175 240 950 97

Enrollment (in thousands)
1965 48,473 26,670 4,900 15,504 1,400
1970 51,272 27,501 4,052 18,408 1,311
1975 49,791 25,640 3,700 19,151 1,300
1980 46,318 24,156 3,992 16,831 1,339
1983 45,043 23,647 4,315 15,681 1,400

Pupil/teacher ratio
1965 25.1 27.6 33.5 20.8 18.1
1970 22.4 24.4 26.5 19.9 16.4
1975 20.3 21.7 21.5 18.8 15.7
1980 18.8 20.5 18.8 17.1 15.0
1983 18.3 20.1 18.0 16.5 14.4

SOURCES: NCES (1985e, pp. 45, 73); NCES (1985b, pp. 18, 32, 34).

Estimating Changes in Pupil/Teacher Ratios

Previous studies have projected pupil/teacher ratios by extrapolating
past trends. The accuracy of these projections thus depends upon the
extent to which these trends will be continued into the future. A
school district's pupil/teacher ratio is determined in the course of a
complex budget allocation process: School district budgets are based
upon the community's perceptions of its educational needs, its ability
and willingness to allocate funds to meet those needs, and the amount
of state and federal aid received. The school district, in turn, allocates
its budget among various school inputsteachers, aides, supplies, and
so on. Pupil/teacher ratios will depend on the costs of purchasing or
hiring the various school inputs (e.g., teacher salaries), district commit-
ments (contracts with teachers, tenure policies, agreements with
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suppliers of purchased inputs, and the like), and the ways in which the
distr'n* nrgdnizes instructional activities (Carroll, 1973).1 Furthermore,
enrollment changes may influence pupil/teacher ratios: As enrollments
decline, teacher organizations and school boards may be willing to
forgo salary increases or other instructional supports to keep current
teachers employed; when enrollments increase, pupil/teacher ratios
may rise to support higher salaries or because of hiring lags (Cavin et
al., 1985).

In short, past trends in pupil/teacher ratios will be continued only if
aggregate educational expenditures, teacher salaries, and so on change
over time in precisely the ways required to yield the implied expendi-
ture and staffing patterns. In light of the prospects for reform of
school finance at both the state and national levels, the emergence of
stronger teachers' unions, changes in student graduation requirements,
and program changes, significant deviations from the implied patterns
would not be surprising. However, we have only limited understanding
of how these factors change over time and how changes in them affect
staffing and expenditure policies.

Thus, available projections of pupil/teacher ratios will probably
prove to be reasonably accurate as long as there is no major "shock" to
the system. But there appear to be many likely opportunities for major
changes in factors that strongly affect the ratio, and we cannot predict
which, if any, will occur or when. In theory, we ought to be able to
anticipate enrollment changes and polic3 generated changes in staffing
patterns, such as those that accompany new forms of service delivery
(e.g., the now fairly widespread use of specialists in elementary schools
or the possible changes in staff responsibilities that may accompany
career ladder plans), or new programs and course requirements for stu-
dents (e.g., the addition of special education, bilingual education, and
compensatory education programs daring the 1970s, or the changes in
student graduation requirements now being enacted in many states).

There are at least two possible sources of data about these elements
of teacher demand. First, information can be collected from state or
local education agencies about recent policy changes affecting teacher
demand (e.g., mandated changes in student program or course require-
ments, pupil/teacher ratios, and numbers of specialistscounselors,
librarians, and so forth). Although officials may not be able to quan-
tify the effects of recent policy changes on teacher demand, the avail-
ability of other state- and local-level data about student participation
in the relevant courses, programs, or services might allow analysts to

I"Open schools," team teaching, and similar departures from th.. traditional self-
contained classroom can generate staffing patterns substantially different from the norm.
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do so. At a minimum, tracking changes in enrollments, ...umber of
izaching positions by type, and number of leavers by position would
allow a count of new positions caused by demand factors other than
turnover.

Second, school-level data may be collected on enrollments, staffing
patterns, and allocations of teachers across courses and programs.
These data would include numbers of FTE staff -)3, type (e.g., teacher,
counselor, or librarian) and by courses/grades taught ie.g -,umber of
sections or teacher FTEs for each grade and each type of course
mathematics, science, social studies, and so on). Such (late, when
aggregated, would allow monitoring of pupil/teacher ratios over time
and changes in lements of teacher demand (e.g., number of teacher
FTEs allocated to different subjects, functions, and grade levels).

The estimation of demand by teaching field and level is extremely
important for meaningful projections of the nature of demand. Such
projections can aid teacher preparation institutions and policymakers
in planning for shifts in demand among fields as wel' as changes in
overall demand. Estimates and projections of disag, gated demand
would be greatly aided by analyses of demand trends by teaching field.
Mon':Dring counts of teaching positions by field over time (adjusted for
enrollment charges) would identify fields in which there is growth or
shrinkage in demand, ar.d would provide evidenco of changes in
pupil/teacher ratios.

These kinds of analyses of demand are probably best derived from
district-level data rather than from school-level data for several rea-
sons. District size and teaching force c nposition are more stable than
school sizes and types of teat: ers, since enrollment patterns may shift
within districts (with some schools experiencing population increases
while others eI2erience declines) and schools may open or close to
accommodate population shifts. Furthermore, schools are often spe-
cialized in their course offerings (e.g., vocational high schools, magnet
schools, and special education schools). Thus, aw:erteining demand for
various types of teachers at the school level may yielc' estimates that
are not representative for broader populations of students and teachers,
unless the school samples are quite large and very carefully selected to
represent the distribution of students and teachers by school curricular
type.

Finally, since teacher hiring and the establishment of teaching posi-
tions are district-level activities, overall estimates of demand and
shortage are best ascertained by surveying districts. As we discuss in
the next section, however, these estimates, particularly of shortage,
should be suppl_ mented by data 1.om schools and teachers to provide
multiple indicators of the existence, causes, and effect. of shortage.

i
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V. TEACHER SHORTAGE

Although factors influencing supply and demand can be better
analyzed by incorporating the kinds of data described in the preceding
sections, even these improvements will be inadequate to reveal the
labor market forces that produce teacher shortages. The definition and
measurement of shortages present special problems, which are con-
sidered in this section.

It is important to recognize that estimates and projections of overall
teacher supply and demand cannot be compared to produce meaningful
estimates of shr'rtage or surplus. Absolute shortages, as measured by
unfilled positions for which no candidates are available, occur rarely
because school and district administrators can ordinarily adjust teach-
ing schedules, class sizes, and course offerings to "solve" staffing exi-
gencies, at least temporarily. Aside from the numbers of positions
available and the numbers of candidates-at-large, many other factors
come into play to determir. ' the size and composition of the teaching
force and the degree to which ::,ere arein given locations and for par-
ticular types of vacanciesmore or fewer teachers than desired.

Using data from the 1979 Survey of Teacher Demand and Shortage,
for example, CES reported 11,300 unfilled vacancies (4.4 per thousand
current teachers) and, at the same time, slightly more than twice that
number of layoffs (23,900) (NCES, 1982). At a time when national
estimates and conventional wisdom suggested that there were substan-
tial surpluses, many vacancies could not be filled. In some fields, such
as English, social studies, and physical education, layoffs far
outstrinped shortages, whereas the reverse was true for physical sci-
ences, suggesting possible field-related imbalances. However, in others,
such as mathematics and special education, the numbers of layoff, and
shortages were nearly equal, suggesting location-specific shifts in
demand relative to supply.

And although estimates of supply have shown shrinking numbers of
entering teachers since that time, with an upswing in demand just
beginning, the numbers of unfilled vacancies reported in 1984 were
smaller than those reported in 1979. In addition to evidence that the
teacher reserve pool is currently being tapped, there are many other
reasons why estimates of supply and demand do not add up to ebti-
mates of shortage or surplus. Key among these are the definitimis of
shortage and treatments of vacancies that sten from alternative con-
ception(' of what constitutes qualification to teach and, hence, "legiti-
mate" supply.

t " 4400
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VACANCIES, SHORTAGES, AND THE NEED FOR
MULTIPLE INDICATORS

It is important to distinguish between levels of vacancy and levels of
shortage. A vacancy indicates that a current position is unfilled and
that a commitment has been made to hire someone to fill the position.
Vacancies arise either from an individual leaving a current position or
from the creation of a new position. Because there is almost always a
delay between the occurrence of a vacancy and the filling of the posi-
tion, a level of unfilled vacancies will always exist regardless of whether
there is an overall labor shortage or surplus.

Another factor that can affect the level of vacancies is the adequacy
of a district's planning process. Poor planning can raise the level of
vacancies in a school district because of greater uncertainty in project-
ing enrollments or teacher turnover. If more children register for
school than was projected or a greater than projected number of teach-
ers make decisions not to teach, then hiring will be insufficient and
unfilled vacancies will occur.

The duration of vacancies may be more important than the number
of unfilled vacancies at any point in time. The duration of a vacancy
may depend on the tightness of the labor market at current salary lev-
els, the employer's standards in filling the position, the efficiency of
the personnel office, the length of the administrative process required
for hiring, the quality of the planning process, and the job status of the
individual being hired. If an employer is unwilling to tolerate the
vacancy, then a marginally qualified candidate might be found and
emergency certification provided. Districts willing to compromise on
standards may have few long-term vacancies. Districts less willing to
compromise may search longer for qualified candidates. Individuals
may delay in accepting job offers while they consider alternatives or
give notice at their previous place -f employment.

Data on unfilled vacancies can be difficult to interpret without
understanding the other factors besides labor shortage that can con-
tribute to the level and duration of vacancies. It is improper to make
inferences about labor market "shortages" from the level of unfilled
vacancies without taking these other factors into account. In particu-
lar, drawing inferences across teacher areas or districts without taking
account of these other factors can present a misleading picture about
"shortages."

A shortage situation is reflected by a "persistent" set of unfilled
vacancies because qualified teachers at the current salary level and cer-
tification standard are not available. This definition accepts that an
"equilibrium" level of vacancies will always be present and will be
exceeded if there is an insufrcient supply of labor at the prevailing
salary and certification standard. Where that occurs, vacancies will

: ) i
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take longer to fill, and the average level of unfilled vacancies will rise.
A shortage exists if this level of vacancy is above a "natural" level and
is due specifically to an insufficient supply of appropriate candidates
rather than to other factors.

Since the level of vacancies is not solely dependent on labor short-
ages, the measurement and interpretation of data on vacancies must be
done with caution. Changes in vacancy levels that cannot be explained
by changes in teacher force composition, poor planning, or changes in
the dynamics of the labor market might be interpreted as evidence of
teacher shortages. This evidence will probably be more persuasive if
large changes occur in unfilled vacancy trends or if such vacancies are
of longer duration. However, even with good data on both the level
and duration of vacancies, vacancy rates will remain only a single, and
somewhat difficult to interpret, indicator of potential teacher shortage.

In general one needs to monitor several different aspects of the
teacher labor market to understand its internal dynamics. Interpreta-
tion of any single trend can be misleading, but interpretation of the
movement of several trendscombined with a theory of labor market
behaviorcan serve to increase our confidence that we miderstand
what is happening. For instance, in one state we might see no increase
in the number or duration of unfilled vacancies but increases in emer-
gency certification; in another state we might see no increase in emer-
gency certification but increases in the number and duration of vacan-
cies. In both states a labor she Age may be causing this behavior, but
different policies are being used to address the problem. If we
depended on only a single indicator, we would have difficulty interpret-
ing what is taking place, but observing both vacancy levels and emer-
gency certifications makes the phenomenon more understandable.

Several indicators of potential and actual teacher shortage may sig-
nal that the labor market is getting tight. Multiple indicators are
necessary because of the flexibility of school district policies to adjust
to shortages. These adjustments can occur either on the supply or
demand side and will differ from district to district and state to state.
The indicators could include:

Increases in real salary levelsespecially for beginning teach-
ers;
Increases in emergency certifications;
Increases in "full-time" substitute teachers;
Increases in the average number of offers received by new edu-
cation majors;
Increases in the number and average duration of vacancies;
Increases in class size; and
Increased occurrences of out-of-field teaching.

: ) 0
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Despite the value of multiple indicators of labor market shortage,
considerations of cost and respondent burden require care in selecting
indicators that may be sustained over time. Below we discuss some of
the indicators of tet.cher shortage that can be obtained through surveys
of districts, schools, and teachers.

LABOR MARKET INDICATORS OF TEACHER SHORTAGE

Perhaps the key indicator of shortage is a significant level of real
increase in teacher salariesparticularly for beginning teachers.
Unfortunately, salary increases may be a lagged indicator, occurring
after rather than before a shortage. Real teacher salary increases
because they are difficult to enactindicate a dissatisfaction with
current staffing and difficulties in recruiting new teachers and provide
convincing evidence that districts are having trouble hiring and keep-
;lig quality teachers.

Additional indicators of shortage depend on definitions of who is
qualified to teach what subjects and how positions may be filled. As an
example of how definitions of teacher shortage vary, consider two
extreme views of teacher substitutability. If teachers of different back-
grounds are always perfect substitutes for one another (e.g., an elemen-
tary school teacher can as easily teach high school mathematics and a
junior high industrial arts teacher can as easily teach kindergarten),
then estimates of total teacher supply and total teacher demand are all
that count.

In fact, this view seems to underlie most general projections of
teacher supply and demand, where counts of teacher supply include
anyone who is teaching (or has taught), regardless of qualifications.
This method of counting stems from the lack of uniform standards for
assessing qualification to teach and nondiscriminating measures for
counting teachers. These measures reflect states' and school districts'
willingness to hire individuals without standard credentials as teachers
when the need arises, or to reassign current teachers outside their areas
of preparation. These individuals then become part of the teacher
pool, and it becomes almost impossible to discern a shortage, since
vacancies are nearly always fi:-.. . ..omehow with someone. The analogy
would be to calculate in the supply of physicians anyone willing to
offer his or her services as a doctor, regardless of training or licensure,
in an environment where significant bars to this practice did not exist.
Thus, the recent CES Surveys of Teacher Demand and Shortage report
few "shortages" as measured by unfilled vacancies, whereas projections
based on qualifications to teach have anticipated shortages, and
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surveys of teachers suggest that a nontrivial proportion teach outside
their fields of preparation or certification.

At the other extreme, if we assume that teachers are totally nonsub-
stitutable and that teachers can teach only those subjects or levels for
which they have particular preparation, then separate computations of
supply and demand by field would be essential, with acute shortages
obvious in some and surpluses obvious in others. Individuals hired or
assigned to teach in areas for which they lack the particular qualifica-
tions used as a discriminating measure would be eliminated from
counts of "legitimate" supply, thus producing measures of "latent" if
not "blatant" shortages.

Because teaching is not a highly developed profession, no single
organized entity exists for defining minimum qualifications for a par-
ticular teaching assignment. However, some indication of the degree to
which the demand for specific types of teachers is matched with a sup-
ply of appropriately trained teachers is essential for policymakers con-
cerned with teacher supply and quality. Given that there is disagree-
ment about measures of teacher quality, several different measures
could be used to derive qualifications-related supply estimates. These
might include certification in the fields taught, college coursework and
additional in-service preparation in those fields, and pedagogical
preparation. Such indicators would allow policymakers to at least
track supply, demand, and shortage according to various definitions of
"legitimate" supply and would provide some means for reconciling
currently disparate estimates

Although data are no available to demonstrate conclusively how
qualifications-related measures of supply and demand would affect esti-
ir ates of shortages, some sense of the possible magnitude of differences
:.n estimates derived from alternative assumptions can be gained from
recent surveys. The 1983-84 NCES estimates of teacher shortage,
based on a measure of unfilled vacancies reported by a sample of
school districts, indicate overall shortages in the neighborhood of only
1.6 per thousand current teachers (or 19 per 1,000 vacancies), with
:Leld-specific shortages ranging from 0.4 per thousand for reading to 8.8

per thousand for bilingual education (NCES, 1985b).

This range may reflect supply as it interacts with the outer bounds
of teacher substitutability in different fields. That is, a number of
individuals might well be viewed as capable of teaching reading, but the
potential supply of bilingual education teachers is limited to individuals
who are, in fact, bilingual themselves, aside from the application of any
credentialing standards. On the other hand, the number of unfilled
vacancies in a particular field may also reflect a view that some courses
are more dispensable than others; in these fields, difficult-to-fill vacan-
cies may be left unfilled rather than filled with uncertified candidates.
Thus, if all students must take high school English, vacancies cannot

GO
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be left unfilled; however, an upper-level mathematics course may sim-
ply be cancelled if a candidate cannot be found.

To provide a better indicator of current shortages, counts of unfilled
vacancies should be represented as a proportion of the total number of
vacancies in a given year, not as a proportion of the total number of
current teachers. The latter tabulation does not take into account
year-to-year changes in demand or hiring rates; thus it does not reveal
the degree to which current positiors were adequately filled. Because
data from the CES demand and shortage surveys are not reported as a
proportion of posted vacancies, it is impossible to determine, field by
field, the degree to which real shortages compared to hiring needs
eiisted. In addition, data to reveal the proportion of new hires under-
qualified for their teaching positions were not collected field by field.
These changes in data collection and reporting would go a long way
toward providing better indicators of the extent of shortages.

Applying a standard other than unfilled vacancies leads to quite dif-
ferent estimates of shortage. For example, the same 1983-84 survey
provided estimates of the proportion of total and newly hired teachers
not certified in their principal field of assignment; thee amounted to
3.4 percent of all teachers and 12.4 percent of all newly hired teachers.
If we assume that no certified applicants could be found for the vacan-
cies filled by uncertified teachers and added these 26,300 positions to
the count of unfilled vacancies, the estimate of shortages would
increase by nearly tenfold to 12.3 per 1,000 current teachers and over
14 percent of all vacancies (see Fig. 4). If we further assume that the
positions filled by other teachers assigned outside their fields of certifi-
cation could not have been filled by certified applicants (a more dubi-
ous assumption), the estimates would rise further.

Applying still more rigorous standards yields predictably larger esti-
mates. Since certification is not a perfect measure of preparation,' we
might want to know what proportion of teachers are teaching classes
outside their fields of preparation, because this proportion may be
counted as evidence of shortage as well as demand. (Again, this
requires inferences about hiring and staffing a.id disallowances of sub-
stitutions or economies that are not entirely realistic, given current
staffing practices.) A 1980-81 NEA survey of teachers indicates that
16 percent of all teachers teach some classes outside their field of
preparation; and 9 percent. spend most of their time teaching "out of
field" (NEA, 1981); a High School and Beyond special survey

1The High School and Beyond survey of high school teachers, for example, indicates
that of the small number (1.7 percent) of high school teachers who have had no college
courses in the field they mon frequently teach, 74 percent are nonetheless certified in
that field (Carroll, 1985).
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supplement o" 10,000 teachers indicates th' , among high school teach-
ers, 11 percent teach primarily outside their area of state certification
and 17 percent have less than a college minor in the field they most
frequently teach (Carroll, 1985) (see Fig. 5).

To be sure, we do not know the degree to which such out-of-field
assignments are actually inappropriate according to various standards,
or the degree to which they impair teaching quality; nor do we know
the extent to which the discontinuation of some of these types of hiring
and assignment practices would influence teacher demand or shortage.
Some of these practices undoubtedly result from capitalizing on

Fig
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teac.'ners' individual uncredentialed abilities and interests; some result
from district attempts to continue to employ senior teachers when
demand in their particular teaching fiele, declines; some are probably
supported by in-service training that upgrades current teachers' qualifi-
cations. On the other hand, misassignment as a response to teacher
shortages may also result in poor teaching in some unknown propor-
tion of instances, and in any event produces a distorted picture of
teacher supply.

Understanding the policy implications of teacher supply and
demandand of the distribution of teacher qualities across schools and
classroomsrequires a full picture of school staffing practices and, in
turn, their implications for teaching practices. When imbalances in
the supply of and demand for teachers occur, school districts may
adopt strategies that create suboptimal learning experiences for stu-
dents. Among these strategies are the assignment of teachers to teach
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courses outside their fields of preparation, the enlargement of class
sizes or expansion of teaching loads, and the cancellation of (usually
upper-level) courses that cannot be even marginally well taught by
untrained teachers.

This suggests that surveys of school-level administrators ought to
include questions about their hiring and assignment practices. For
example, we would want to know how vacancies are filled at the school
level (reassignment of other teachers, transfers from other schools, or
new hires); the degree to which the principal has control over the
definition and filling of vacancies; the degree to which part- or full-
time vacancies were difficult to fill (or were left unfilled); and the
results of such difficulties (e.g., increased class sizes, or reassigning
current staff to particular classes they have not previously taught). If
such administrative practices are politicali- sensitive, we might expect
less than candid responses. Thus, other sources of data on such things
as the extent of out-of-field assignment are desirable.

To understand the interactions between teacher supply and qualifi-
cations and assignments, we also need data from teachers about their
formal qualifications, additional in-service training, teaching assign-
ments, work histories, and plans. The assignments of new hires,
especially, may reveal the ways in which demand translates into posi-
tions and courses taught, and the work histories of current teachers
may reveal the ways in which cross-assignment and field-switching
occur.

Finally, it is important to monitor field-specific shortages of teachers
in relation to changes in demand by field. If, for example, we find that
demand for mathematics teachers appears to be increasing and that
many posted positions were unfilled or filled by uncertified candidates,
we can look at the characteristics of incoming teachers to ascertain
whether shortages exist, are likely to be long-term, or are easily reme-
diable. If demand appears to be growing in areas that have not pre-
viously shown growth (e.g., elementary teachers), we can look at the
expected continued supply of those teachers in the current force and
evidence of the size of the pipeline to ascertain whether future short-
ages are likely.

Indicators of shortage should serve as flags to call attention to par-
ticular areas of disequilibrium, rather than as characterizations of the
equilibrium between overall teacher supply and demand. They should
inform and be informed by estimates and projections of supply and
demand, illuminating questions of the distribution of teachers across
fields and locales as well as questions of changes in demand and the
adequacy of supply.



VI. PROJECTIONS OF TEACHER SUPPLY
AND DEMAND

The preceding sections described the major components of teacher
supply and demand and discussed key factors that influence the
teacher workforce. This section and those following it outline the con-
siderations that should guide tilt development of a federal data-
collection system for assessing supply and demand.

TM_ NEED FOR PROJECTIONS

Once the Schools and Staffing Surveys are fielded and better data
on the current status of teaching become available, it seems likely,
based on existing bits and pieces of information from many sources
outside CES, that the nation's teaching force will be found wanting in
ways that will call for policy interventions at several levels of govern-
ment. To determine the types and degrees of remedial actions that are
needed, educational decisionmakers need to have more precise mea-
sures of current shortfalls and good indicators of the extent to which
staffing problems may worsen over time in the absence of policy
changes. This requires having reliable, up-to-date information about
the national teacher labor market and detailed data that permit
analyses of school policies that may affect future supply and demand.
This section, which examines modeling considerations and data
requirements for making projections of teacher supply and demand,
will pinpoint gaps in CES's current data base on teachers and will pro-
vide a framework for specifying data requirements for meeting educa-
tional scholars' and policymakers' future needs in this area.

Ideally, rational policymaking affecting teachers should be based on
a comprehensive set of current estimates and reliable projections of
teacher supply and demand by ield, level, sector, and location. Realis-
tically, reliable projections at that level of disaggregation are figments
of the imagination, partly because actual supply and demand levels
depend on myriad field- and location-specific factors that may not be
feasible to measure in national surveys, let alone incorporate into pro-
jections. The tact is that, absent a crystal ball, the future outlook for
teachers remains opaque because of unpredictable events, changes in
policies that affect teachers, and the unknowable responses of current
teachers and persons in the teacher pipeline as they weigh teaching
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careers against alternative professional employment and other pursui43.
Nevertheless, projections based on good data co a provide "ballpark"
estimates that can serve as valuable indicators of what may transpire if
past trends persist, and they can help focus attention on major problem
areas surrounding flows into and out of teaching that moy be amenable
to solution through policy interventions at the right level.

This section will examine projections of teacher supply and demand
in general terms to explore their nature, examine their potential as
indicators, and determine the data requirements needed to carry them
out. CES's projections of teacher supply and demand will be used to
examine the shortcomings of projections based on incomplete data and
to draw implications for gathering data through periodic surveys of
teachers and administrators.

MODELING CONSIDERATIONS

Projections are ordinarily based on some type of "model." Figure 1
depicted a very crude model of some sector of the teaching force (e.g.,
all precollege teachers, or the subpopulation of secondary science
teachers in Colorado public schools). The model serves as a first step
in the projections process, which is to identify the quantities of pri-
mary interest, their relationships to one another, and their dependen-
cies on other factors, such as school enrollments, that are presumably
more amenable to precise forecasting.

Insofar as national projections of teacher supply and demand are
concerned, it is natural to focus attention on stocks of teachers, former
teachers, and potential teachers, and to consider their transitions (or
flows) across categories that correspor, to sources of supply or
demand. The stock of teachers, T(t), at the beginning of school year t
can be divided into four components of teacher supply: (1) new
entrants into the system; (2) former teachers who are reentering the
system; (3) holdover teachers from the preceding year; and (4) immi-
grants into the system. This decomposition of the stock of teachers in
year t can be expressed in the form

T(t) = N(t) + R(t) + C(t) + 1(t),

where the terms represent the counts of new, reentering, continuing,
and immigrant teachers in year t.

Each of the four terms on the right can be thought of as "takes"
from four stocks of potential teachers in year t. The new teachers con
be thought of as coming from the teacher pipeline in year
t 1; the reentrants come from the reserve pool of former teachers;
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the continuing teachers come from the stock of teachers at the start of
the preceding year, and the immigrants come from the stock of teach-
ers outside the system who are potential immigrants into the system.
Note that if the system under consideration consists of teachers in a
particular field (say, mathematics), the immigrant category would
include those who shift over from other fields while remaining in the
same school. Since field-shifting of this type is often done piecemeal
(e.g., by having an erstwhile science teacher teach two sections of alge-
bra), there are some important definitional problems associated with
these categorizations that need to be solved in planning surveys to
fathom this source of teacher supply. For now, wr simply note that
these problems can be addressed partly by gathering detailed informa-
tion on teachers' class assignments and by shifting attention from
counts of teachers to counts of FTEs.

Returning to the case where the counts are for all teachers at a par-
ticular level or for teachers in a particular state, the "supply" of teach-
ers in year t might be defined to be the sum of the four population
counts listed above. But, with the exception of the previous year's
teaching force, the other populations (i.e., the teacher pipeline, reserve
pool, and potential immigrant pool) are difficult to circumscribe, Even
if the total of the population counts could be obtained, it would be a
meaningless number.

One way to provide a simpler, more workable notion of "supply" for
projection purposes is to treat he continuing teachers separately and
to restrict attention to the supply of "new teachers." Another
approach is to focus on those subpopulations of potential teachers that
are either the main sources of supply or for which time series of counts
are readily available. For instance, CES restricts its attention to pro-
jecting the supply of "new teacher graduates" and uses the correspond-
ing cohort of bachelor's degree recipients as the population from which
the graduates are drawn.

The point is that "teacher supply" is a fuzzy concept and, before
projections of teacher supply can be contemplated, one must decide
what the term "supply" includes. If it includes new teachers from all
sources, reentrants from the reserve pool, and immigrants (as we feel it
should), then this implies a need for appropriately detailed data on
teachers to determine their sources of entry into the profession as well
as source population sizes and other factors that can be used tc fore-
cast future supplies from the various components. These data require-
ments will be made more explicit later.

Although the meaning of the expression "teacher supply" is vague,
there is substantial agreement as to what is meant by "teacher
demand." The demand for teachers in year t, denoted by D(t), is
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ordinarily defined as the number of new teachers added that year,
T(t) - C(t), plus the "unmet demand" U(t), which is the number of
positions for which candidates were sought but none were hired. Thus,

D(t) = T(t) - C(t) + U(t).

Letting G(t) denote the growth T(t) - T(t - 1) in the teacher force
from year t 1 to t, and letting L(t) denote the losses
T(t - 1) - C(t) resulting from turnover between years t - 1 and t, we
observe that the demand for additional teachers in year t can also be
expressed in the form

D(t) = G(t) + L(t) + U(t).

The main uncertainty in defining demand is associated with the
notion of unmet demand or "shortages." One can argue that, in most
schools, unmet demand does not exist ("supply equals demand")
because of the flexibility that school administrators have in hiring mar-
ginally qualified teachers, reassigning teachers to fill vacancies, chang-
ing course offerings, modifying class sizes, or relying on part-time,
substitute, or itinerant teachers. On the other hand, some school
administrators, in responding to previous fieldings of the Survey of
Teacher Demand and Shortage, report nonzero counts of teaching posi-
tions that remained vacant, were abolished, or were transferred to
another field because suitable candidates were unavailable. Whether
these counts of shortages are included in demand or not, they consti-
tute what may be the best available direct evidence of instances where
demand exceeds supply. Indirect evidence of shortages are provided by
counts of uncertified teachers, those with temporary or emergency cer-
tification, and those who are teaching out of their fields, all of which
may signal an inability to attract qualified teachers to fill specific
vacancies.

The growth component of demand, G(t), can be decomposed into
two partsone associated with enrollment growth E(t) - E(t - 1)
between yea: t 1 and t, and a second component associated with the
year-to-year change in the teacher/pupil ratio R(t) = T(t)/E(t). To
facilitate defining these two components precisely, one can express the
gi.owth in teacher force G(t) in other forms as follows:

G(t) - T(t) - T(t 1) - R(t)E(t) - R(t 1)E(t - 1)

= [Rtt) - R(t - 1)1E(t) + R(t - 1)[E(t) E(t 1)].
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The first term on the right in the last expression is referred to in
NCES (1985a, p. 25), as the number of "additional teachers needed for
teacher/pupil ratio changes," and the second ter is referred to as the
number of "alditional teachers needed for enrollment c'ianges."

The most important component of demand for additional teachers
may be the loss component, L(t), which is also termed "teacher turn-
over." This can be decomposed into several subcomponents
corresponding to the reasons for the lossemployment in another
teaching job, nont: employment, retirement, disability, death,
leave-taking, emigration, etc. Though turnover does not affect aggre-
gate teacher demand (i.e., the total number of teaching positions avail-
aLie), it greatly e"ects the deru_:nd for new teachers at any point n
time. As will be seen below, losses resulting from teacher turnover are
projected to exceed other components of teacher demand by a vide
margin over the next several years. Given the importance of teacher
turnover in projecting- future demand for teachers, one would think
that data on teacher turnover would be routinely gathered. However,
these losses have not been su, eyed by CES since 1969, leaving a criti-
cal gap in the data base. Since any m?thed for projecting future
demand for teachers must necessarily include a means for projecting
teacher turnover, preferably by type of loss, field, and state, data on
teacher turnover and the factors that are related to turnover are essen-
tial elements for projection purposes.

NATIONAL PROd iONS

The methodology that CES uses in projecting teacher supply and
demand is outlined in NCES (1985a), which provides tables slowing
three 'cries of projections (low, intermediate, and high) of teacher sup-
ply and demand through 1992. Tables B-21 and B-22 in that report
break out the individual components of projected teacher demand
separately for public and private schools. Table B-23 provides projec-
tions of new teacher graeuates.

t as of the preceding formulation, CES demand projections do
not include the "unmet demand" component but they do include the
two separate growth components for enrollment changes 'nd changes
in teacher/pupil ratios. Table 8 summarize, CES's inter.iediate pro-
jections of teacher demand.

The first thing to note about these projections is that the teacher
turnover component )f proj,vted demand completely swamps the other
two components. ','pie second thing is that a substartiel portio of the
remainder is attrib it sl to projected increases in teacher/pupil ratios.
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Table 8

ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR TEACHERS IN REGULAR
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

(In thousands)

Year Total Demand

Additional Demand

For Enroll- For Teacher/Pupil
Total ment Changes Ratio Changer

For Teacher
.
_..nover

1980 2439 127 -36 16 147
1981 2403 110 -42 6 146
1982 2401 143 -29 27 146

Intermediate Projections
1983 2404 148 -25 28 145
1984 2401 142 -16 13 145
1985 2416 157 1 11 145
1986 2438 170 9 16 145
1987 2452 160 -3 17 146

1988 2468 164 15 148
1989 2493 173 1 14 148
1990 2527 183 20 14 149
1991 2569 195 28 16 151
1992 2624 209 42 13 154

Since the third component of demand is associated with enrollment
changes and that component is more predictable than the cther two,
the credibility of CES projections hinges on the projections of teach-r
turnover and changes in teacher/pupil ratios.

The growth components of demand are projected by substituting
projected values of teacher/pupil ratios, R(t), and projected values of
enrollments, E(t), in the last expression for G(t) listed above. The
projected values of the teacher/pupil ratios are estimated using four
equations (one for each level/sector combination) of the form

Eft) = 0.5, + 0.6(a + bt).

The constants c for the four equations are chosen to accord with the
most recently obs3rved vel.cs of R(t), and a and b are regression coef-
ficients for e.:ioations fitted using exponential smoothing. This
amou-ts to ^hoosing projected values of R(t) that are midway between
CES's other projectim the "low projections" for which the projected
values of R(t) remain constant at c, and the "high projections" that
accord with linear extrapolation based on past trends
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The enrollment projections are based on age-specific enrollment
rates derived from Bureau of Census projections :Ind adjusted to accord
with CES data on enrollments by grade and sector. For the purposes
of this discussion, we simply observe that these projections depend
upon having time series of enrollments and counts of teachers by sec-
tor that are sufficiently reliable to be incorporated into the projections
process. For reasons that will be spelled out more fully in Sec. VIII,
CES has not had precise estimates of counts of teachers and enroll-
ments in the private sector since before 1980, if then. Given that the
proportion of students enrolled in private schools has been increasing
over time and that staffing practices in the private schools are quite
different from those in the public schools, we need more reliable popu-
lation estimates for the private schools to ascertain recent trends
before we can place any credence in projections that are derived from
those estimates.

A more telling problem with CES's demand projections is the
method far projecting teacher turnover, the predominant component of
teacher demand. Teacher turnover is projected to be a constant 6 per-
cent of the previous year's tea-wing force for all four level/sector com-
binations under the intermediate proiections, and constant turnover
rates of 4.8 and 8 percent .ae assumed under the low and high projec-
tions. Since national surveys to obtain appropriate turnover data have
not been conducted since 1968-69 when the overall turnover rate was
estimated to be about 8 percent (Metz and Fleischman, 1974), whether
or not the 6 percent figure is close to the current rate is unknown.
Given that changing the projected turnover rate from 6 percent to 8
percent would increase projected teacher demand by about one-third,
we see that current projections of teacher demand are subject to sub-
stantial error.

Table 9 summarizes CES's projections of the supply of new teacher
graduates. The table mimics Table B-23 in NCES (1985b) by includ-
ing a column for estimates and projections of teacher demand and
another column headed "Supply As a Percent of Demand" that con-
trasts CES's projections of supply and demand.

CES projections of the estimated supply of new teacher graduates
are derived using the time series that r °sults from expressing NEA's
estimate of new teacher graduates as a percentage of the total number
of bachelor degree recipients in the same year. The intermediate pro-
jections are based on the assumption that this percentage will remain
stable at 15 percent, the 1982 figure. The low projections, which are
listed in parentheses in Table 8, result from fitting a nonlinear regres-
sion function in year t to the observed percentages for the last 10 years
and then extrapolating the function to future values of t.
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Table 9

ESTIMATED SUPPLY OF NEW TEACLIER GRADUATES
(In thousands)

Year

Estimated
Supply of New

Teacher Graduates

Estimated
Demand for

Additional Teachers

Supply
As a Percent
of Demand

1980
1981
1982

144 127
141 110
143 143

Intermediate (and Low) Projections

113 4
128.2
100.0

1983 146 (132) 148 98.6 (89 2)
1984 146 (126) 142 102 8 (88.7)
1985 144 (121) 157 91 7 (77.1)
1936 142 (115) 170 83.5 (67.6)
1987 140 (110) 160 87.5 (68.8)

1988 139 (107) 164 84.8 (652)
1989 139 (105) 173 80.3 (60.6)
1990 139 (102) 183 76.0 (55.7)
1991 138 (100) 195 70.8 (51 2)
1992 137 (99) 209 65.6 (47.4)

Given that the percentage of new teacher graduates dropped con-
sistently from 35.8 ill 1970 t ) 15.0 in 1982 and followed a pattern like
that of the fitted regression function used in the low projections, the
intermediate projections based on a constant percentage have little
credibLity in this case. Therefore, contrasting these prdections with
CES projections of demand, as is done in the thir colun n, is highly
questiatable.

On the other hand, the low projections reflect past trends better and
offer some hope of being in the right ballpark. Even if the projections
of demand are off by one-third in either direction, one can see from
these projections that there is an increasing supply/demand imbalance
in the offing unless other sources of supply can make up the difference.
This illustrates that relatively crude projections can serve as indicators
that can signal decided imbalances bAween supply and der...nd. Allan
Cartter (1965) used a similar projer.ion methodology in 1965 to predict
that overproduction of Ph.D.s would lead to a surplus of col!ege faculty
by 1970; his warning did not prevent the surplus but it may have
served to lessen its impact.
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STATE PROJECTIONS

Individual states can tap ieir own data bases on teachers to provide
more detailed projections of teacher supply and demand. On set of
projections that merit special attention are those for California by
Cagampang et al. (1985). They used two methods to project the com-
ponents of teacher demand resulting from retirement and attrition, one
of which uses the average annual attrition rate (7.67 percent) from the
State Teachers' Retirement System over the last seven years, and a
second which uses a linear equation fitted to the observed rates.

Of greater interest is the authors' methodology for projecting the
supply of teachers from the four sources cited above: beginning teach-
ers, reentrants from the reserve pool, continuing teachers, and immi-
grants from out of state. To provide a more refined breakdown of sup-
ply, they divide the beginning teachers into two categories: (i) recent
graduates of California teacher credential programs, and (ii) college
graduates who pass the California Basic Educational Skills Test and
obtain emergency credentials. To project reentrants, they delineate a
reserve pool of teachers that "contains at most 167,000 teachers with
valid K-12 credentials who are not currently teaching."

Among other thing3, this study shows that projections of teacher
supply and demand by component can be developed that permit projec-
tions of shortfalls under certain assumptions about the continuance of
prevailing policies. They also provide estimates of the extent to which
the shortf'Als would increase under iree assumptions reflecting possi-
ble policy initiatives to upgrade California schools: (1) The
pupil / teacher ratio is reduced to 20 to 1; (2) no emergency credentials
are issued; and (3) teachers are restricted to teaching only in their
fields of expertise. Since their demand projections are done at the
county level and they are able Vs i .ovide some useful information
about the demand for teachers by field, their work constitutes a proof
that detailed projections of teacher supply and demand are possible.
They also establish that projections of this type can provide
comprehensive, policy-relevant information to guide state and local
education officials, including estimates of shortfalls in supply in the
absence of policy changes.

%.1



VII. DATA REQUIREMENTS

This section considers the data requirements for addressing key
questions related to teacher supply and demand. Our list of key ques-
tions includes the following:

What are the qualifications, experience levels, demographic
characteristics, financial statuses, and career intentions of this
year's teaching force?
How many losses were there from last year's force? What were
the reasons for leaving? Where did the) go? Were the losses
voluntary or involuntary, preventable or irremediable, tem-
porary or permanent?
How many new teachers will be needed this fall? Will there be
enough teachers of the right types available to meet the
demand? If not, where will the shortfalls occur, and in what
fields? What policies might alleviate the shortages?
Where will the new teachers come from? Is the teacher pipe-
line adequately stocked in terms of quantity, quality, fields of
specialization, and geographic dispersion? Are there enough
recruitable teachers in the reserve pool to fill the gap? How
many positions will need to be filled by immigrant, out-of-field,
and marginally qualified candidata?
How qualified will the new teachers be for their assignments?
How will they stack up with the experienced teaching force?
How many will drop out during or at the end of the first year?
How many will make careers of teaching?
What critical staffing problems exist today? What is the
outlook for next year, five years from now, and 10 years from
now: What changes in policies are needed to alleviate the most
seve.e pilb)-- 1_.?

DATA REQUIRED TO PROFILE THE TEACHING FORCE

School teachers constitute an invaluable national resource. Aa the
persons who are entrusted with a mission of vital importancethe edu-
catior of our childrenthey play key roles in society. Who they are,
how they are trained, what experiences and talents they bring into
their classrooms, how they perform their asks, and how they fare as
professional workers are questions of great import.

4
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At a minimum, the nation's information system on teachers should
be designed to profile the teaching force along the following dimen-
sions:

Numbers of teachers by level, sector, and field;
Utilization (level and nature of teaching assignment, subjects
taught, class sizes, other duties);
Qualifications (teaching experience, certification status, fields
qualified to teach, academic background, special training); and
Demographic and economic characteristics.

Although we expect few challenges as to the desirability of gathering
data in each of these areas, we could list many other areas for which
the desirability of gathering data is less clear-cut, namely, teachers' liv-
ing arrangements, attitudes toward teaching, instructional practices,
homework policies, extracurricular activities, secondai _ occupations,
community activities, workplace perceptions, job satisfaction, and
career plans. Since the list could go on and on, this raises the question
as to what criteria should be used for expanding or delimiting data
deqiderata for profiling the teaching force. If one were to gather
detailed data on all these dim'nsions plus dozens of others using
lei,gthy teacher questionnaires distributed through school principals,
this would not only impose an indefensible burden on tens of
thousands of teachers but would risk high nonresponse through princi-
pals' arj teachers' refusal to cooperate in the survey. Because teachers
and pr.ncipals who choose not to participate in such surveys may have
attributes that differ systematically from those who do, high non -
resncnse jeopardizes the validity turd, therefore, the value or the survey
results. Hence, choices of teacher attributes to be profiled cannot be
made lightly.

SETTING PRIORITIES

The considerations of data requirements in this report are being
made in the context of redesigning four national surveys that focus
mainly on teachers and school staffing issues. As such, it is incumbent
on us to give first priority to those items that bear most directly on
teacher supply and demand. However, given that the surveys present a
golden opportunity to learn more about tie teachers and the workings
of the nation's schools, the quest;on remains as to what extent the
scope of the surveys should be expanded to provide a more comprehen-
sive profile of the teaching force.
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In particular, it is tempting to consider extending the survey objec-
tives to examine the role of the teacher in the educational process. It
can be argued that, despite decades of studies of teacher and school
effectiveness, our knowledge of how instructional practices, staffing
policies, school climate factors, parents, and nonschool factors interact
to enhance student learning remains sketchy, and national surveys of
teachers may provide important insights into that process. The coun-
terargument is based on the observation that the educational process is
an extremely complicated enterprise in which u "ions of students with
disparate abilities, backgrounds, interests, and temperaments interact
with their teachers in highly individualized, unpatterned ways and
under extremely varied conditions that may completely negate or par-
tially mask both exemplary and utterly inept teaching performances.
Therefore, we believe that any definitive analysis of teachers' roles
must necessarily be consigned to comprehensive research-oriented sur-
veys such as High School and Beyond, the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, and the forthcoming National Education Longi-
tudinal Study, where measures of student progress along numerous
dimensions are obtained, as well as a full array of measures of school
factors in addition to teacher and teaching attributes that might affect
learning and development.

Another consideration behind our recommendation to focus the sur-
veys on teacher supply and demand issues is that the "coming crisis in
teaching," associated with the probable difficulties that many schools
will encounter in meeting the future demand for qualified teachers, is
of paramount importance for its own sake. The timing, breadth, and
depth of the crisis must be monitored closely to guide public policies
that will be needed to alleviate it. With adequate planning and a
greatly improved national data base, the schools' future staffing prob-
lems will become more measurable, analyzable, and perhaps tractable,
provided the surveys are well designed, appropriately fielded, and fol-
lowed by timely analyses and dissemination of results. Our specifics-
tione of data requirements below and our later recommendations for
changes to meet them are based on ile premise that the most impor-
tant objectives of the Schools and Staffing Surveys are to provide a
data base for pinpointing the existence and severity of school staffing
problems and for assessing and projecting teacher supply and demand.

Although focusing on supply and demand issues simplifies the
priority-setting problem somewhat, it is only a first step in prescribing
data requirements. That this focus does not serve to delimit the survey
itemb neecied to profile the teaching force becomes apparent when one
considers that teacher turnover, the main component of teacher
demand, may depend on teacher satisfaction, autonomy in prescribing
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course content, principal teacher interactions, policies regarding extra-
curricular activities, and a host of other factor_ that may bear only
indirectly on individual decisions to change teaching assignments, seek
employment in another field, or drop out of the labor force.

A second step in ascertaining data requirements involves weighing
the costs and benefits of various types of data. Although that cannot
be done precisely, a consideration of the costs and possible benefits to
be realized forces us to examine more fully the potential uses of the
data and the consequent gains in information to be realized. Certainly
one use will be to provide a data base for assessing the current teaching
force and projecting teacher supply and demand. This implies that all
the data elements required for the projections must be included in the
data base. Another use of the data is to provide the wherewithal for
analyzing flows into and out of the teaching force as functions of
teacher attributes, school policies, and other factors. The data require-
ments for both types of analyses will be discussed more fully later.

THE NEED FOR DISAGGREGATED DATA

The answers to many questions about teacher supply and demand
depend on having time series of counts, estimates, and projections of
current teachers, shortages, turnover, and new additions to the teach-
ing forceall disaggregated by field, level, sector, and state. For some
purposes, a further breakdown by certification status (or other measure
of teacher "quality") is needed to provide indicators of problem areas in
staffing that may not be apparent from other statistics. Ia addition,
reasonably large, representative samples of new and continuing teach-
ers are needed within each of the cells defined by field, level, sector,
and state to profile the teachers in each cell and to permit drawing
comparisons across cells, pinpointing problem locations and fields, and
guiding policy choices.

Since the provision of these counts, estimates, and projections is no
mean task, the need for them calls for some explanation. First of all,
reliable time series of enrollments and counts of (FTE) teachers by
level and sector are essential for monitoring and projecting teacher
supply and demand (e.g., to determine trends in teacher/pupil ratios),
but they are also needed to fulfill CES's mission to report full and
complete statistics on the nation's schoolsboth public and private.
In the past, CES has routinely published national time series of enroll-
ments and numbers of teachers by level and sector in the Projections of
Education Statistics. State-level data have been reported in the Digest
of Education Statistics, which includes tables showing state-by-state
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statistics on enrollments and numbers of teachers for the most recent
year for which those data were gathered. As an indication that CES's
data base is becoming out-of-date for these purposes, the most recent
state-by-state listing of private school enrollments and numbers of
teachers in the Digest is for Fall 1980 (CES, 1987).

A convenient way for CES to get national data on enrollments and
numbers of teachers by level and sector is to aggregate counts supplied
by the states, but the state counts must come directly or indirectly
from the individual schools. For the public schools, these counts are
gathered by the state education agencies and are available in CES's
Common Core of Data. The lack of similar counts (or reliable esti-
mates) for the private schools is a significant gap in the CES data base
that has important ramifications for designing surveys of the nation's
teaching force. We defer a more detailed discussion of this problem to
Sec. VIII, where w- recommend that a "private school directory" be
created to serve many of the same functions for the private schools
that the Common Core of Data serves for the public schools.

The teacher subpopulations within each state corresponding to the
four school level/sector combinations (elementary/secondary,
public/private) constitute essentially separate labor markets that would
be worthwhile distinguishing even if the present distinctions did not
exist. Secondary teachers as a group have little in common with
elementary school teachers and, with the exception of the junior high
teachers who sometimes bridge the gap, few teachers move from the
secondary to the elementary level or vice versa. The private schools,
which are ordinarily free of the teacher certification standards that
public schools must follow and which generally offer teachers a dif-
ferent educational climate from the public schools (including lower
pupil/teacher ratios on average), serve as an :.,-.1ternative labor market
for teachers that may have markedly different compensation levels,
turnover rates, and sources of teacher supply. Thus, the distinction
between the teacher forces in the private and public schools is natural.

For public school teachers, state lines constitute boundaries of labor
markets that are more pronounced than for other occupations because
of the certification standards and other requirements that out-of-state
applicants must satisfy before they can teach. Differences in state pol-
icies regarding teachers may be reflected in differences in compensation
levels, teacher qualifications, and turnover that must be taken into
account in making projections and in drawing implications from cross-
state comparisons for policy purposes. Also, state policies affecting the
public schools, such as course requirements for high school graduation
and minimum-competency testing standards, may have a substantial
effect on the demand for teachers in certain fields.
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Within each of the four school-level/sector types in each state, the
breakdown of teachers by field constitutes a further division of the
teaching force into mini-labor markets that may have quite different
turnover rates because of the greater demand and higher wage scales
for teachers in certain fields whose special skills are marketable outside
of teaching. For example, it is reported that few computer science
teachers, who ordinarily have good programming and mathematical
skills, remain in teaching beyond the first year.

Fragmentary evidence of field-specific staffing problems indicate
that the coming crisis in teaching is already here, and that the schools
have entered a new period in which teacher demand will outstrip sup-
ply in many fields (Darling-Hammond, 1984). At the elementary level,
substantial shortages of bilingual education and special education
teachers have been reported for some time. At the secondary level,
some recent studies have pointed to a shortage of qualified teachers in
science and mathematics (National Science Board, 1985, Chap. 6), and
a national commission has proclaimed that this shortage is adversely
affecting the quality of education (National Science Board Commission
on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology,
1983). Unfortunately, definitive field-specific data on teachers to
establish or refute these claims do not exist at the national level.

In addition to needing national data to address these issues, there is
also a need for field-specific estimates of shortages, teacher qualifica-
tions, turnover, and sources of teacher supply by state, level, and sector
that will permit isolating staffing problem areas and assessing their
severity. It should be noted that, whereas we have stated the need for
reliable counts of teachers by state, level, and sector, we are not recom-
mending that CES undertake an effort to get a precise breakdown of
these counts by field. Instead, we recommend that CES redesign its
surveys to get reliable estimates of numbers of teachers by field. Our
recommendations along these lines are outlined in Sec. VIII, as are our
recommendations for providing the requisite field-specific data to pro-
vide assessments and projections of teacher supply and demand com-
ponents by field.

TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS

We envision that large, representative samples of teachers will be
surveyed within each school level, sector, and, preferably, state, that
will permit estimating the proportior.s of teachers in various categories,
including those corresponding to subject matter fields. One purpose in
getting precise information on teaching assignments, including a listing

.15
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of classes taught, the modal grade level of students in each class, and
the class size, is to facilitate classifying the teachers by field. Those
who teach three classes of algebra and three classes of French, for
example, would be classified as being half-time in mathematics and
half-time in foreign languages for the purposes of estimating counts of
teachers by field. (Here, as is usually the case throughout this report,
"counts of teachers" refers to numbers of FTEs.)

Information on teaching assignments is also required for other pur-
poses. To ascertain the extent to which uncertified, substitute, part-
time, and itinerant teachers are used to meet staffing exigencies, we
need information about the teachers' statuses. To determine whether
shortages in certain areas engender more out-of-field teaching, we need
to be able to contrast teachers' fields of assignment with their fields of
preparation.

Our data requirements need to anticipate the provision of several
aeasures of teacher "quality," an area of great concern and a difficult

area to fathom in the absence of good measures of student progress
along several dimensions and comprehensive information about all the
factors other than teacher attributes that affect that progress. To pro-
vide indicators of teacher quality, we require several measures of
teacher qualifications that, in combination, may serve as proxies for
quality: teaching experience, certification status, fields qualified to
teach, academic background, and special training. In particular, this
information will permit determining each surveyed teacher's subject
matter field, so that those teaching out-of-field can be identified.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Age, race, and sex are standard items in population surveys, and
they are important items in teacher surveys. Teacher turnover is
related to age, in that young teachers are more likely to leave teaching
than mid-career teachers, and older teachers are more likely to retire.
As was discussed in Sec. II, women and minorities have long been over-
represented in the nation's teaching force. But opportunities for
female and minority college graduates in nonteaching fields have been
growing over time, and teaching may no longer be as attractive to them
as it once was.

In the past, women viewed teaching as a career that was compatible
with homemaking and raising a family. Many women taught school
until just before they became mothers, dropped out of teaching (or par-
ticipated on a part-time basis) until their children were of school age,
and then returned to full-time teaching. That career pattern is surely
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less prevalent today with more than half of all mothers in the labor
force, but there remains the hope that the reserve pool of former teach-
ers contains large numbers of homemakers who might be recruited
back into teaching to offset some of the shortages that appear to be in
the offing.

To better monitor the transitions between teaching and homemak-
ing as well as to understand flows into and out of teaching more gen-
erally, we require additional information about teachers' marital and
family statuses, including number of children, number of dependents,
and age of the youngest child.

We also require information about the financial status of teachers,
including the teacher's base annual contract salary, additional pay for
school-related activities, earnings from summertime employment and
second jobs, spouse's income, and total family income. These data,
when combined with information about the teachers' marital and fam-
ily statuses, will permit us to examine teachers' salaries in the larger
perspective of family income and responsibilities, and to draw corn-
parisons between teachers and other college-trained workers. For the
latter purpose, it is important to gather earnings and income data on
teachers which will be comparable with that reported for other occupa-
tions, such as the earnings and income data gathered in the decennial
censuses and the Current Population Surveys.

SOURCES OF TEACHER SUPPLY

To assess current teacher supply and to provide projections of future
supplies by component, we need time series estimates, preferably by
field, level, and sector, of the number of new teachers by suppl, com-
ponent (i.e., entrants from the teaching pipeline, reentrants from the
reserve pool, or immigrants). Data requirements for gauging the fourth
source of supply, t! e continuing teachers, will be considered in treating
teacher turnover.

One way to gather data on sources of teacher supply is to ask teach-
ers about their previous job experiences and educational backgrounds.
Since this information is also needed for assessing teachers' qualifica-
tions, no additional data are needed. One advantage of this method of
gathering supply source data is that not only are the supply sources of
new teachers elicited, but also those of the experienced teachers who
remain in the force.

Another convenient means for getting source of supply data was the
one used in the School Staffing Survey for 1968-69 (Metz and Fleisch-
man, 1974) in which the principals from a sample of 1,205 public
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schools were asked to give a breakdown of the additions to their teach-
ing staff during the school year 1968-69 by the following categories (as
they were listed cn the survey instrument):

1. New teachers (i.e., those who have never had a full-time
teaching assignment before).

2. Teachers in another schoot last year:
a) in this school district.
b) in another school district.

3. Teachers returning from leave of absence which began before
the first Fall report date, 1968.

4. Other additions whose previous status is known (specify).
5. Other additions whose previous status is unknown.

SOURCES OF TEACHER TURNOVER

In the same survey, the principals were asked to provide counts of
teacher turnover by component in a way that, if this procedure had
been used every year thereafter, would have provided the time series on
teacher turnover that is sorely needed for making projections of teacher
demand. The categories of "separations," as they were listed on the
survey instrument, were as follows:

1. Leave of absence
2. Changed to teaching job in another school:

a) in this school district.
b) in another school district.

3. Changed to a nonteaching job in education field.
4. Changed to a job outside of education field.
5. Retired.
6. Deceased.
7. Other separations whose reason for leavini, is known (specify).
8. Other se-mations whose reason for leaving is unknown.

In our view, data of this type are absolutely essential for monitoring
teacher supply and demand by component, and for providing meaning-
ful projections. Given that the data for any year could be gathered
using a one-page mailout form, that the responses could be readily pro-
cessed on a timely basis, and the complete processing costs would be
low, we wonder why surveys devoted to gathering these data have not
been conducted since 1969.1 Except perhaps for the overall counts of

'The efficiency of this approach to collecting turnover data is little compromised by
the fact that school pnnc.pals do not have perfect knowlEdge of the destinations of all
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teachers by level and state, no other data en tc,,t.ch,..:s are more itical
for assessing and projecting teacher suppiy and demand.

Perhaps one reason that these data have not been gaths.ed is told,
whereas they permit estimating overall supply and turnover rates by
component, they do not permit estimating corresponding rates for sub-
populations of teachers categorized by field, age, sex, and years of
experience. The most important of these for supply/demand projection
purpoea is field. Location, school level, and sector are also important,
but they are identified in school-level data. Ti' . composition of the
teaching force by age, sex, and years of experience is relatively stable
over time. Hence, if counts of staff additions and losses could be
obtained by field or for just the critical fields (say, science and
mathematics in the secondary schools, and bilingual education and spe-
cial eduction in the elementary schools), the this opi ion could be
pursued as a way of filling a crucial gap in the data base on teachers.

As mentioned in Sec. IV, finer-graled anrlyses of patterns If
teacher turnover by teacher type and de,,,mation can be supported by s
follow-up survey of teachers leaving from the baseline teacher samples.

INDICATORS OF TEACHER SHORTAGES

We have already discussed the need for inc vidual-level data on
teachers' qualifications and assignments to examine the "quality" of
the nation's teaching force and -..:Less the extent of out-of-field teach-
ing. Because the existence of marginally qualified and out-of-field
teachers on a -,chool's faculty often indicates an inability to attract
fully qualified teachers in those fields of assignment, data f.'-nn individ-
ual teachers constitute indi_zi i, measures of shortages of -;ualified
teachers.

To provide more direct measures of staffing problems, district- or
school-level data on shortagr i defined in terms of unfilled vacancies
are also needed. At present, counts of shortages by level and fief? are
elicited in the Survey of Teacher Demand and Shortage. In the past,
the questionnai-e has been structteed so that two types of shortages
are measured. First, there were field-by-field counts of the "number of
teaching positions th at remain vacant, were abolished, or were
transferred . . . because a suitable candidata wes unable to be found."
Second, there were the implicit shortage:: of qualified teachers reflected
by the numbers of teachers who do not hold regular or standard certifi-
cation in their fields of assignment.

teacher,. In the 1969 Lurvey, for example, only 8 percent of leap g teachers were classi-
fied as "separations whose reason for leaving is imknown" (Metz and Fleischman, 1974).
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These counts provide valuable measures of the "unmet demand" for
teachers and of the overall quality of the teaching force as measured by
certification status. Also, the counts of FTE teachers by field gathered
in these surve: Provide more timely, if less precise, estimates of
numbers of teachers 1 y field of assignment as comiared with thcse
obtained through surveys of individual teachers that permit finer
categorization of teacner assignments.

To provide better indicators of staffing problems, we have recom-
mended that the counts )f teachers obtained in the Survey of Teacher
Demani and Shortnge be expanded slightly to break out the counts of
new teachers and the numbers of uncertified new teachers in each field.
Since the p-oportion of uncertified new teachers in any field is an indi-
cator of the quality of the current supply of teachers in that field, these
data provide a means for detecting and gauging imbalances in teacher
supply and &mind by field. For this purpose, in fact, data on the cer-
tification status of newly hired teachers by field are perhaps more
important than data on the certification status of all current teachers,
since older teachers may be uncertified or assigned out-of-field for
many reasons other than labor shortages.

In lieu of hiring marginally qualified teachers t fill vacancies,
another option that some schools might pursue is that ot increasing
:lass sizes or relying more on part-time, substitute, or itinerant teach-
et-. Measures of the extent to which these practices are followed can
be derived from district- or school-level data that include enrollments
and staff sizes for both the current and previous year as well as aggre-
gate counts of teachers and other school personnel by r -?or asaign-
ment area.

IN LUENCFS ON TEACHER SUPPLY AND DEMAND

In addition to providing field-by-field shortage data and counts of
'nd certification statuses of) new and experienced teachers, the Sur-

vey ot Teacher Demand and Shortage can also be used to monitor per-
sonnel and curricular policies that influence teacher supply and
demand at the local level. For example, we have recommended .hat
information be obtained about changes in program or course require-
ments that affect e demand :or teacl of various types; salary
schedule information; hiring policies (testy,, certification, etc.); and
retirement policies (e.g., minimum and maximum ages r retirement).

At least in th..ory, information on teacher qualifications and shrrt-
ages can be '-red in conjunction with this additional information a1. it
school personnel and curricular policies to analyze the extent to which
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staffing problems are related to school policies. For such an analysis to
be fruitful, it would be necessary to incorporate additional information
about school and student characteristics as well as local labor market
conditions that might affect teacher supply and demand.

Although it is conceivable that information for an analysis of this
type might be gathered through an expansion of the Survey of Teacher
Demand and Shortage or through the inclusion of items on the
administrators' part of the Public and Private School Surveys, a
comprehensive ortalysis of the complex interrelationships among
teacher turnover, teacher supply, district policies, and school adminis-
trators' responses to staffing problems is a difficult undertaking with
extensive data requirements that may not be feasible to satisfy using
national surveys. In Secs. IV and V we described the kinds of analyses
that might be supported by adding specific policy indicators to the Sur-
veys of Teacher Demand and Shortage. We stressed that data from
different sources are needed for analyses of particular types and that
no single source will answer all of the important questions concerning
supply and demand. In the next section, we examine some of the prob-
lems associated with analyzing teacher flows and turnover in the con-
text of discussing a follow-up survey of those who have left teaching
and other options for gathering data on teacher flows.



VIII. OPTIONS FOR MEETING DATA
REQUIREMENTS

This section examines options that CES might pursue to satisfy the
data requirements outlined in the previous section. First, some com-
ments are in order about the meaning of the expression "data require-
ments."

Up to this point, we have taken the viewpoint that CES needs a
data base that permits profiling the nation's teaching force accurately
along several dimensions related to teacher supply and demand. If, as
we belive, the nation faces a crisis in teaching because of impending
shortages in some fields and some locations, CES needs to revamp its
data base on teachers to provide comprehensive, up to-date informa-
tion on teachers to monitor the severity of staffing shortages over time
and to provide projections indicating the extent of future shortfalls in
teacher supply. In our view, CES requires such data in the future, even
though steps have not been taken to acquire similar data in the past.

Beyond the br sic data needed for these purposes, additional data on
teachers may be required or desired for other purposes. Although we
feel that the distinction between data requirements and desiderata is an
important one, making that distinction entails setting priorities on
data elements, and that is beyond our purview. In the preceding sec-
tion, we outlined the data requirements that we deem most important
for assessing the nation's supply of and demand for teachers. We now
turn to the task of outlining options for meeting those requirements.

OVERALL COUNTS OF TEACHERS

Rel .ble time series of counts of FTE teachers by state, level, and
sector are of fundamental importance for monitoring and projecting
teacher supply and demand. At present, CES relies on the Common
Core of Data (CCD) to provide counts of teachers for the public
schools, but no procedure currently exists for getting analogous counts
for the private schools. As a preliminary to discussing how this critical
gap in the data base can be filled, we first examine the information
available in the CCD on public school teachers.

The CCD contains fall enrollments by grade level and counts of
FTE teaching staff and other school personnel by major assignment
category. The state and national counts are derived by aggregating

74
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counts across local education agencies, which in turn depend upon
counts for individual schools. In theory, if not in fact, a complete list-
ing of the nation's public schools exists in the CCD giving each
school's name, address, staff size, and enrollments by grade and level.
Hence, aggregate counts of teachers, enrollments, and pupil/teacher
ratios can be provided for any subset of public schools defined in terms
of geographical areas, enrollments, or staff size. Moreover, the listing
of public schools and their attributes can serve as a sampling frame for
choosing stratified samples so long as the strata are defined in terms of
enrollments, staff sizes, or commurity attributes that can be imputed
from school addresses. In particular, a school's zip code cal. be used to
classify the school as urban, suburban, or rural.

At present, CES has no comparable listing of private schools.
Numbers of teachers and enrollments in private schools are currently
estimated using results from the Private School Survey. The process
entails first drawing a probability sample of schools from an incom-
plete sampling frame, which permits estimating the total number of
teachers and the total enrollment of schools listed on the frame. To
estimate the numbers of teachers and enrollments in the private
schools that are not listed on the frame, a supplemental area sample of
primary sampling units (PSUs) is chosea, and an exhaustive search for
private schools is made within each selected PSU using sta3 school
directories, yellow pages of telephone directories, and contacts with
school officials, churches, chambers of commerce, etc. Final population
estimates are then calculated based on the number of additional
schools found, their enrollments, and their staff sins (Westat, 1984).

By the very nature of this procedure, the estimated population totals
are subject to considerable sampling error. CES reported a 95 percent
confidence interval for the number of FIE teachers in 1983 that
ranged from 319,500 to 354,800an 11 percent spread. The analogous
confidence interval fcr the number of private schools ranged from
26,300 to 29,105, and the one for total enrollment ranged from
5,479,000 to 5,951,000. As an indication that earlier population esti-
mates for the private schools were unreliable too, CES's previously
reported estimate of 277,400 FTE teachers in 1980 was adjusted
upward to 301,000 on the basis of results from the supplemental area
search conducted in 1983. Since the 1985 Private School Survey used
the same sampling frames that were used in 1983, CES has had no reli-
able population estimates for the private schools since before 1980 (if
then), nor will it have them again until the procedure for gathering
data from the private schools is changed.

To lay a basis for getting reliable counts of private school teachers
and students in the future, we recommend that CES create a "priva.3
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school directory" that, like the Education Directory for Colleges and
Universities, contains the name, address, and affiliation of each school
and provides the same basic data on staff sizes and enrollments by
level that are now available for the public schools in the CCD. Given
such a directory, Jne could aggregate the individual school statistics to
any level (e.g., by state and affiliation). Also, the directory could serve
as a sampling frame for future surveys in which the private schools
serve as sampling units.

DISAGGREGATED COUNTS OF TEACHERS

Assuming that a private school directory will be created of that
additional steps will be taken to get accurate annual counts of teachers
by state, level, and sector, we turn to the problem of getting reliable
estimates of the numbers of new and experienced teachers by field and
certification status by state, level, and sector. Here, two approaches
are available, both of which involve revising surveys previously fielded
by the CES. Below we discuss those surveys and present our recom-
mendations for changing them to meet future data requirements.'

Surveys of Teacher Demand and Shortage

The first approach for getting counts of teachers by field and certifi-
cation status is to use data from the Surveys of Teacher Demand and
Shortage. For the public schools, the sampling unit for this survey is
the local education agency (LEA). For the private schools, it is the
school itself. In the most recent previous fielding of these surveys (in
1983-84), 2,540 LEA personnel administrators and approximately 1,000
private school principals were surveyed to get courts of FTE teachers
in the cells of two matrices (one for elementary teachers and one for
secondary) it which the rows correspond to fields and the columns
correspond to categories efteachers by certification status. A separate
column is provided for listing counts of unfilled vacancies by field.

The 1983-84 survey also included questions as to whether the school
districts and private schools were using particular types of teacher
incentive plans. In future fieldings of this survey, we have recom-
mended that the surveys be expanded to get more precise information
on school staffing problems as they are reflected in counts of unfilled
vacancies and uncertified teacher by field and level. The specific
changes are as follows:

'These recommendations have been incorporated into CES's new Schools and Staff-
ing Surveys to be fielded in 1988.

r-
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Add two additions! columns to the arrays to obtain analogous
counts of new teachers by field and certification status. These
counts, in conjunction with the counts of unfilled vacancies by
field, ,rovide key indicators of supply shortfalls.
Include counts of other professional staff (counselors, librari-
ans, administrators, etc.) to provide a fuller picture of district
staf.ng patterns and demand for school staff.
Collect information on personnel and curricular policies (e.g.,
changes in program or course requirements for graduation, and
salary schedule information) that affect the supply of teachers
and the demand for teachers of different types.
Get data on total enrollment and total number of teachers for
the previous year, as well as the current year, to permit estimat-
ing the components of growth in staff size attributable to
enrollment changes and to changes in pupil/teacher ratios (see
Sec. VI).

An obvious shortcoming of the Surveys of Teacher Demand and
Shortage is that the date are gathered as counts in cells that do not
permit fine distinctions. Breakdowns of numbers of teacher by certifi-
cation status provide only crude in&ators of staff qualifications. Also,
the field classification of a particular teacher, based on information in
the school or district personnel file, may be ambiguous; it may be the
assignment field or the field of preparation (more likely the former).
Moreover, data in personnel files may not permit identification of
teachers whose assignments straddle two or more fields or those who
teach at both the elementary and secondary level. Hence, for some
purposes, more refined data from the teachers themselves are required.

Surveys of Public and Private School Teachers

The "teacher part" of the Public and Private School Surveys (which
also include an "administrator part") elicits information from the
teachers themselves about their chara:teristics, qualifications, teaching
assignments, and other duties. In the most recent fielding of these sur-
veys (1985 for public school teachers and 1986 for private school teach-
ers), teachers were sampled from the same schools that were sampled
for the administrator eurveys. In the Public School Survey, approxi-
mately t1,000 teachers were sampled using a national probability sam-
ple of 2,800 pubiic schools (1,300 elementary, 1,300 secondary, and 200
other) using cluster sampies that averaged four teachers per school. In
the Private School Survey, about 9,000 teachers were sampled from
1,563 schools (about six per school).

s 5
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The teachers in the Public and Private School Surveys were asked
to give detniled information about their teaching assignments, includ-
ing a listir g of classes tautht, the modal grade level of students in each
class, and the class size. These data permit finer a- d more accurate
classifications of teacher?, by field and level. To make better use of
these data for assessing teacher supply and demand, we have proposed
augmenting the content of the surveys in several areas, three of which
bear importantly on supply and demand issues:

Teaching Qualifications. Data on teacher qualifications (certifi-
cation status, fields qualified to teach, academic background,
and special training) are important for monitoring teacher qual-
ity. Although previous surveys collected data on some aspects
of teachers' academic backgrounds, we recommend adding more
detail on other aspects of training (e.g., graduate and in-service
training).
Work Histories of Teachers. Besides providing information on
teaching experience, work histories permit identifying sources of
teacher supply, monitoring accessions from the reserve pool,
estimating mobility, and examining the career paths of teach-
ers.
Career Plans. Data on teachers' career aspirations, their plans
for next year, and their reasons for pursuing (or not pursuing)
teaching as a career provide information for gauging commit-
ment to teaching and isolating categories of disaffected teachers
and potential leavers.

Given the wealth of personal information that can be obtained using
surveys of individual teachers, one might well ask why district and
school surveys should even be considered in attempts to get counts of
new and experienced teachers by level, field, and certification status.
The answer is that the counts gathered at the district level constitute
complete counts of the teachers at that level, so that each response is
tantamount to a summarization of perhaps hundreds or even thousands
of individual teacher responses, albeit on a limited number of categori-
cal items. A sample of 10 districts averaging 200 teachers per district
provides data on 2,000 teachers. Since the costs of fielding and pro-
cessing 10 survey forms from district administrators are commensurate
with the costs of fielding and processing 10 teacher questionnaires, sur-
veys of districts and schools are clearly more efficient; they afford far
greater coverage of the teacher population, entail much less follow-up
and processing time (and, hence, engender more timely results), and
within-cluster sampling errors are eliminated. Insofar as their relative
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merits in providing disaggregated data on teachers, both types of data-
gathering efforts have their places, and we feel that both types of sur-
veys are needed for creating a suitable data base on teachers.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The demographic and economic characteristics that teachers were
asked to report on the previous Public and Private School Surveys are
age, sex, race, and certain types of income. In the Public School Sur-
vey, the income items are base annual contract salary, additional earn-
ings for school-related activities, earnings from nonschool-related work,
and additional pay from bonuses or step increases for agreeing to teach
in a particular field or geographic location. In the Private School Sur-
vey, the income elements are academic year base salary, summer school
salary, and earnings from nonschool-related activities.

To get more complete information abote the financial statuses of
teachers and to obtain income and earnings data comparable to those
reported for other occupations. we recommend that the demographic
and economic information gathered on teachers be augmented to
include the teachers' marital 2tatus, Lumber of children, number of
dependents, age of the youngest child, and the following components of
income: academic year salary, additional pay for school activities,
earnings from summertime employment and second jobs, and total
family income. These data will give a more complete profile of teach-
ers' family and financial statuses, permit drawing corn :sons with
college-trained workers in other fields for which comparable data exist,
and provide more comp.enensive baseline data for use in analyses of
attrition, mobility, and other `ypes of turnover.

SOURCES OF TEACHER SUPPLY

There are several sources of information about the supply of poten-
tial teachers in the teacher pipeline: CES's data on earned degrees by
field, 'lea from the Survey of Recent College Graduates, the teacher
supplement to the National Longitudinal Study of the High School
Class of 1972, High School and Beyond, and data on undergraduate
major preferences from surveys of entering college freshman. These
sources can he combined to project numbers of college graduates
prepared to teach, as is done for example in preparing the National
Education Association projections.

To monitor current teacher supply and to provide time series for
projections of other components of teacher supply (reentrants from the
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reserve pool of former teachers and immigrants), we need good esti-
mates, preferably by field, level, sector, and state, of numbers of new
teachers by source of supply. One way to provide these estimates is
through the use of surveys in which teachers are asked to supply infor-
mation on their work histories and educational backgrounds. Earlier
we recommended that the Public and Private School Surveys be
expanded to include this information, so no additional requirement is
needed.

A shortcoming of this approach is that only the supply source data
on new teachers are relevant for the purposes of assessing current
sources of teacher supply, and the number of new teachers surveyed in
the Public and Private School Surveys may be too small to provide
precise estimates. If, for example, the number of teachers surveyed is
50,000 and the proportion of newly hired teachers (including immi-
grants) is approximately 8 percent, as it was in 1983 ('.ACES, 1985b,
p. 150), then the estimated number of new teachers in the sample
would be 4,000.

Given that the number of newly hired teachers can be estimated pre-
cisely by level and sector from the population counts for total teachers
by applying the estimated proportions of newly hired teachers derived
from the Surveys of Teacher Demand and Shortage, the numbers of
newly hired teachers by source can be estimated quite reliably using a
sample of this size, but further breakdowns by field, level, and sector,
could become more problematic.

Another means for meeting the requirement for source-of-supply
data was mentioned in Sec. VII, namely, to sample school principals
and ask them to provide a breakdown of the number : additions to
their teaching staff by source of supply. (We previously recommended
that the Survey of Teacher Demand and Shortage be changed so that
counts of newly hired teachers by field will be elicited from LEA
administrators and private school principals.) The analogous break-
down by source of supply can be readily obtained using an appropriate
item in the "administrator part" of the Public and Private School Sur-
veys, which implicitly covers a much larger sample of newly hired
teachers. Since this survey includes a number of items related to
teacher supply (e.g., information on school characteristics and teacher
incentives), the data could presumably be used to perform school-level
analyses of the dependence of supply sources on school conditions and
policies.
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DATA ON TEACHER TURNOVER

As we observed in Secs. VI and VII, timely data on teacher turnover
are essential for assessing teacher supply and demand. CES projec-
tions of teacher demand, which assume a constant 6 percent rate of
teacher turnover, lack credibility, because current national data to sup-
port the 6 percent figure do not exist. Even if such data did exist, the
national figure is of little use by itself, because there may be substan-
tial variability in turnover rates across fields, states, levels, sectors, and
age groups.

To obtain teacher turnover data, we recommend asking principals to
provide counts of leaving teachers by component as was done in the
School Staffing Survey for 1968-69 (Metz and Fleischman, 1974),
where the loss categories included leave of absence, change to a teach-
ing job in another school, change to a ionteaching rob outside the field
of education, and retirement. As is the case for supply source data,
this requirement can be met by including an item on the administrator
part of the Public and Private School Surveys.

Though valuable for estimating overall turnover rates by level,
school type, and location, the resulting data would provide very limited
information ab',ut turnover by field of teaching to support field-specific
assessments of supply and demand, say, for science and mathematics
teachers. The danger in adding additional field-specific breakdowns of
turnover to the principal's survey is that the survey instruments are
already quite long and complicated, especially the one for the Private
School Survey, and it is possible that adding more elaborated turnover
items would risk higher nonresponse on the parts of the principals.

Recognizing the criticality of turnover data by field and having
pretested items of this type satisfactorily, we have recommended that
CES examine the practicability of including such items in their more
extensive field tests of the Public and Private School Surveys. If non-
response on these items proves excessive, we suggest that CES enter-
tain fielding a special survey of principals to get counts of staff addi-
tic s by source and losses by type, where the loss data are disaggre-
gated by field. A survey instrument for gathering field-by-field counts
of losses could be designed along the lines of the form currently used in
the Survey of Teacher Demand and Shortage, where the fields are
listed as the .ows of the tables and the various types c c losses appear
as column leadings. A version that might seem less formidable to
principals would be to restrict the counts to fields in which shortages
are matters of national concern, namely, science and mathematics in
the secondary schools, and special education and bilingual education in
the elementary schools.
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In addition to gathering counts of teacher turnover from principals,
another option that we have recommended is to gather data from indi-
vidual teachers that can be used to analyze turnover as a function of
teacher attributes and other factors that might affect teachers' propen-
sities to discontinue teaching for a year or more. The nature of the
study envisaged here involves treating the teacher sample of the Public
and Private School Surveys as the base year sample for a follow-up
survey of teachers who leave the force.

The idea is to return a year after the base year survey to each school
that participated in the survey and identify the teachers who are no
longer teaching at that school. One option would be to simply ascer-
tain from the school administrator the reported reasc i for the teacher's
leaving, thereby identifying the value of a polytomous (categorical)
dependent variable that could be analyzed in various ways, using items
taken from the base year survey as independent variables.2 For exam-
ple, analyses of teacher turnover by field, age, sex, qualifications, and
school type (level and sector) can be carried out using data elements
from the base year survey. Estimates of teacher turnover by destina-
tion and by school type can be derived from the counts of teacher turn-
over elicited from principals on the administrator survey.

A second option that we recommend is to follow up the teachers who
leave and administer a second questionnaire to determine their current
activities, earnings and income data, changes in family status, reasons
for leaving teaching, future plans, etc. A third option that we favor is
to follow up some subset of continuing teachers to serve as a com-
parison group. This would be necessary to make comparisons between
teachers who leave and those who stay on such variables as salary lev-
els, working conditions, and satisfaction with current employment.
These options are part of the CES's current plans, assuming funds are
available.

A fourth option is to make the study longitudiral by following up a
sample of both leavers and continuing teachers for two or more years
to me .amine their later employment behavior, perhaps to include reen-
try into teaching. The main argument for conducting a longitudinal
survey in lieu of a one-time follow-up would be to ascertain the flows
into and out of the teacher force over time with the aims of better
understanding teachers' decisions regarding employment ond determin-
ing how external factors affect those decisions. In particular, the main
value of such a study would be to ascertain the rates at which depart-
ing teachers return to teaching from the reserve pool and the cir-
cumstances under which they do so.

2For a review of multiple regression procedures for dichotomous or polytomous depen-
dent variables, see Haggstrom (1983).
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An obvious problem in conducting individual-level longitudinal
studies to study changes in teachers' employment belk.vior over time is
that the data requirements may be excessive. Consider the data needed
for a study of teacher turnover as a function of teacher attributes (e.g.,
years of experience, age, sex, teaching field, field of preparation, educa-
tional attainment, salary level, marital and parenthood status, and
family income) and other factors that might affect those flows (e.g.,
school policies, teacher certification rules in neighboring states, labor
market conditions, job opportunities open to the individual, potential
earnings streams in alternative occupations, and constraints affecting
career choices). When one considers the costs of providing data to
support comprehensive analyses of this type in terms of respondent
burden, logistical problems associated with multiwave surveys, and the
additional time and expense needed to plan the survey, administer the
instruments, and process the results, it becomes clear that the benefits
that accrue from the analysis must be substantial to offset the costs.

There are numerous possible objectives associated with turnover
analyses that need to be sorted out, because they 'nays very different
implications for data requirements. Among the objectives are to (a)
provide input for projections; (b) estimate dependencies of turnover
and related variables (e.g., plans for next year and career plans) on
teacher characteristics, school policies, and other factors; (c) examine
correlates of turnover and teacher satisfaction; and (d) provide indica-
tors of teacher morale, status of the profession, tightness of the teacher
labor market, etc.

SOME ALTERNATIVES FOR ANALYZING
TEACHER FLOWS

Depending on analysis objectives, it is worth considering whether
the data requirements for analyzing teacher flows might be met in ways
that do not entail expanding the teacher surveys or using longitudinal
follow-up surveys. As we have already indicated, for the purposes of
providing input to assessments of teacher supply and demand, one can
rely on surveys of principals to obtain counts of additions to and
separations from the teaching force by component.

As alternative sources of data for detailed analyses of teacher turn-
over, many states (e.g., Connecticut, Illinois, New York, and Califor-
nia) have state personnel files that can be exploited to analyze com-
ponents of turnover. Most files permit identifying teachers who leave
the state and include the main demographic characteristics needed for
multiple regression analyses of turnover. These files can also be

, t
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supplemented by district data on economic conditions and characteris-
tics of the school systems and pupils. Some states keep data on causes
of turnover, so that voluntary and involuntary attrition can be
separated, as well as returns to teaching in later years.

Given the diversity across states in factors related to flows into and
out of teaching (e.g., certification standards, competency testing
requirements, salary schedules, and nonteaching employment oppor-
tunities), one can argue that turnover should be analyzed state by state
anyway and that the more complete and comprehensive state data
bases better satisfy the data requirements for these purposes. State
personnel files have the decided advantage over survey data of having
very large sample sizes but do not afford the richness of information
provided by surveys. For example, state files rarely have any informa-
tion on private school teachers or on the employment activities of
teachers who leave the state. In that sense the two data sourcesstate
teacher files and national teacher surveyscomplement each other.

Two other national data bases that may be useful for profiling the
teacher force and analyzing teacher turnover are the Current Popula-
tion Survey (CPS) and the Survey of Income and Program Participa-
tion (SIPP). Both are household surveys conducted by the Bureau of
the Census. The CPS, which has served as the primary data source on
employment and earnings for decades, gathers data on approximately
58,000 households each month covering approximately 120,000 individ-
uals, of whom an estimated 70,000 are in the labor force. Since the
nation's 2.5 million teachers constitute about 2.1 percent of the 120
million civilian labor force participants, there are approximately 1,500
school teachers in the CPS sample each month. Because of the rotat-
ing nature of the CPS sample (each surveyed household is in the sur-
vey for four months, out for eight months, and then in again for four
more months) and the fact that one can use data for several years, the
CPS provides a sizable data base on teachers that should be better
exploited. Moreover, the CPS provid,-.3 comparable employment,
income, and demographic information on tens of thousands of individu-
als in occupations to which teachers might be attracted, as well as
information on individuals who have been teachers but are currently
out of the labor force. SIPP gathers more extensive data about
employment characteristics and sources of income, but it uses smaller
sample sizes. Unlike the CPS, each surveyed household in SIPP is
reinterviewed at four-month intervals for nine successive interviews,
thereby providing longitudinal information on teachers over a longer
period of time.

A major shortcoming of the CPS and SIPP as sources of informa-
tion on teachers is that the occupation codes on these files permit

C;. 1 0
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identifying only five categories of teachers: prekindergarten and kin-
dergarten teachers, elementary teachers, secondary teachers, special
education teachers, and teachers not elsewhere classified. Although
CPS and SIPP data permit profiling the teacher force by age, sex, race,
marital status, earnings, and income, they do not permit analyses of
teacher flows by field, school characteristics, and other factors. For
these purposes, school-based surveys such as the Schools and Staffing
Surveys are needed.

Because the objectives of analyses of teacher flows that might be
entertained are too diverse to completely circumscribe their data
requirements, and since alternative data bases might serve some ana-
lytic purposes better, we cannot fully prescribe data requirements for
analyses of this type. However, in our view, the data requirements that
we have specified for other purposes will provide a valuable data base
on teachers that can be augmented by state data bases and other
federal data bases for special purposes.

THE NEED FOR STATE-REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES

Creating a data base on teachers that meets the data requirements
outlined in the previous section would inevitably lead analysts to aggre-
gate the individual-, school-, and district-level data to higher levels of
aggregation for drawing comparisons of measures across states, sectors,
and fields. In particular, tables showing state-level measures along the
lines of those in the Condition of Education or those on the Secretary
of Education's "Wall Chart" could be prepared to facilitate contrasting
states in terms of pupil/teacher ratios, teachers' educational attain-
men s, teacher turnover, shortages per thousand teachers, percentages
of uncertified (or out-of-field) teachers, salaries, and family incomes.

AltLugh we have qualms about providing the grist for ranking indi-
vidual states in terms of these measures, we would have even greater
concern if the statistics reported for some states were for a few schools
or districts that were not "representative" of the schools in those states
and, hence, distorted the overall measures for the state. To guard
against that eventuality, it is important that any surveys that might be
used to derive state estimates use "state-representative" samples and
that data users be fully apprised of sampling schemes, sample sizes,
sampling weights, and other information needed to calculate and inter-
pret statistics on subpopulations of teachers.

Unfortunately, designing the surveys to meet those desiderata is
easier said than done. First, "representative sample" is an undefined
term that statisticians tend to avoid in formal writing (Kruskal and
Mosteller, 1980), and the notion that statisticians associate with that
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term (i.e., accordance between the joint distribution of the sample
va:ues of numerous variables and the corresponding population distri-
bution) is difficult to put into operation. Several basic notions of sam-
pling theory seem to underlie the term: random selection, proportional
representation across strata, "representativeness" of the sampled units
in terms of distributions of key attributes, and equal chances of sample
selection among sample units within each stratum. Because of the
multistage nature of the samples for the Schools and Staffing Surveys,
these criteria, however they are spelled out, cannot be fully satisfied
simultaneously at the district, school, and teacher levels.

Nevertheless, we feel that it is desirable to incorporate some con-
straints to assure that state-representative samples will be achieved it
some sense. To be specific, we recommend that the samples of dis-
tricts, schools, and teachers in each state be choser so that (i) the sam-
ple and population mixes of public and private schools are the same,
(ii) the representation of schools in key strata approximates their
representation in the population, and (iii) the proportions of sampled
teachers in certain categories approximate the population proportions
in these categories. The latter can be achieved in large samples by
sampling schools proportional to staff size within each of the
sector/level categories and then choosing an equal number of teachers
per sampled school. This yields "self-weighting" teacher samples
within cells (i.e., each teacher has approximately the same chance of
being selected to participate in the survey) and assures that, for any
category of teachers in the cell, the expected number of teachers in the
sample will be nearly proportional to the number in that category.

To devise a sampling plan for drawing "state representative" sam-
ples of schools (from which the teacher samples would also be drawn),
one can follow Frankel et al. (1981), who operationalized the notion of
representative sample in their Sample Design Report documenting the
design for High School and Beyond. Like the teacher part of the Pub-
lic and Private School Surveys, High School and Beyond used a two-
stage stratified cluster design with the schools serving as clusters and
the students within the schools constituting the seccnd-stage units.
Frankel et al. implicitly defined represertat'vP sample in terms of their
representativeness along five dimensions that served as the stratifica-
tion variables for defining the school strata: (1) type of control (public,
Catholic, and non-Catholic private); (2) geographic region (the nine
Census divisions); (3) racial and ethnic composition; (4) degree of
urbanization (central city, suburban, and rural); and (5) enrollment
size. Because the schools under consideration were all high schools,
school level was not needed as a stratification variable in High School
and Beyond, whereas it will be required in the teacher surveys.

C'
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The sampling plan that we have recommended to CES for fielding
the Schools and Staffing Surveys differs from the High School and
Beyond scheme in. several respects. First, states, not regions, consti-
tute the major strata, with four cells per stratum defined by level
(elementary and secondary) and control (public and private). Second,
we recommend using substantially larger school samples with a
prescribed minimum of 50 (and preferably 60) public schools per state3
and with the number of private schools chosen in each state so that the
sample proportion of private schools equals the state proportion.

To permit linking the school and district survey resronses in the
public sector and to facilitate implementing the surveys, we have pro-
posed a three-stage probability sample for the public sector where the
primary units are LEAs or clusters of LEAs,4 the second-stage units
are schools, and the third-stage units are the individual teachers within
the schools. For the private schools, where educational units analogous
to LEAs do not exist, we propose a two-stage cluster sample with the
schools serving as primary units.

To outline the public sampling scheme in somewhat simplified
terms, consider a state in which the LEAs are relatively homogeneous
in terms of their mixes of elementary and secondary schools, and in
which LEA staff size is a good proxy for urban/rural status, so that the
largest LEAs ale in large metropolitan areas and the smallest LEAs are
in rural areas. Then a convenient way to choose the public sample is
to (1) order the LEAs by size; (2) use the Madow sampling scheme
(systematic sampling following a random start) to choose the LEA
sample proportional to size; (3) in each sampled LEA, except the very
large ones (for which larger school sample sizes are prescribed), choose
one elementary and one secondary school with probabilities propor-
tional to school size; and (4) choose 10 teachers at random in each of
the selected schools.

This scheme assures that schools and teachers in large, medium-
sized, and small LEAs will be proportionately represented in the sam-
ple. Also, choosing two (or more) schools for the iblic school sample

3These figures were proposed at a time when the overall school sample size under
consideration at CES was 6,000, of which approximately 4,500 would be public schools
and 1,500 private. If CES decides to field the surveys using much larger sample sizes, we
would recommend that the state minimum be raised somewhat.

41n some states, LEAs may consist of a single school and others may contain only
elementary or secondary schools, but not both. In these states, we recommend prelim-
inary clustering of LEAs to form primary sampling units consisting of contiguous LEAs
that contain at least one elementary and one secondary school. This can be done by
using the LEAs with secondary schools as the nuclei for clusters and adjoining other
LEAs to the "closest" LEA with a secondary school, where closeness is defined in terms
of the county and zipcodes of the LEAs.
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in the same LEAs that participate in the Teacher Demand and Short-
age Survey will reduce contact time in fielding the surveys and will
produce linked responses needed for some analyses.

Two noteworthy features of the scheme are that (a) equal numbers
of elementary and secondary schools will be chosen in each state, and
(b) the schools will be implicitly stratified by district staff sizea proxy
for degree of urbanization in most states. This assures that the schools
in the sample will come from a diverse set of LEAs and will be broadly
rep.esentative of all schools in the state, but with some oversampling
of secondary schools. All teachers will have nearly the same probabili-
ties of sample selection, so that the expected numbers of urban (or
rural) teachers in the sample will be proportional to the total staff sizes
in urban (or rural) schools. In sum, the LEA, school, and teacher sam-
ples chosen in this way will have some claim to be called "state-
representative samples."



IX. CONCLUSIONS

At present, the data base on teachers at CES is inadequate to assess
the current condition of teaching, and it is even less adequate for
assessing the future outlook for teacher supply and demand. Fragmen-
tary evidence from other sources indicates that, if the nation's schools
are not already experiencing substantial shortages of qualified teachers
in certain areas, they will soon. Because of the lack of the most basic
information about teacherstheir numbers, qualifications, financial
statuses, and employment patternsthe breadth and severity of the
school staffing problems are, for all practical purposes, unknown. Not
knowing how teachers stack up today and having only the crudest
barometers for monitoring changes in the teacher workforce, we are at
a loss to say how severe the staffing problems will become in the
immediate future.

This study has taken a hard look at CES's data-gathering efforts for
monitoring and projecting teacher supply and demand to answer two
fundamental questions. First, what information currently exists on
teachers and the teacher labor market? Second, what data-gathering
efforts should be undertaken to provide the information needed to pro-
file the current teaching force, monitor staffing problems, and gauge
the outlook for the future?

We have concluded that, in the main, the four surveys that we have
contracted to help redesign are the right types of data-gathering efforts
needed to fill CES's information gaps regarding teaching. However, to
create the data base that CES needs to monitor present and future
staffing problems, these efforts must be reoriented to focus on key
dimensions of teacher supply and demand, and some additional efforts
will be needed.

Section VII discussed the data requirements that we feel are most
important to assess the condition of teaching, monitor shifts in the
teacher labor market, and provide projections of teacher supply and
demand by level, sector, and field that will permit isolating shortages
and guide educational decisionmakers at all levels of government and
in the private sector. In capsule form, here are the main data elements
for which consistent time series of measures are needed

Reliable counts of teachers and enrollments by grade level in all
public and private schools;
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Estimates of numbers of teachers by field and certification
status, and source of supply;
Estimates of teacher shortages by field;
Teacher turnover by field;
Data from individual teachers on their teaching assignments,
qualifications, work history, demographic characteristics mari-
tal and family status, and sources of personal and family
income; and
Follow-up data on former teachers to determine reasons for
..eaving, current activities, salary and income levels, and plans
for reentry into teaching.

With the exception of the counts of teachers and enrollments for all
public and private schools, the other statistics referred to are estimates
to be derived from samples of schools, districts, teachers, and princi-
pals that will permit comparisons across states, levels, and sectors on
key indicators related to teacher supply and demand.

Section VIII discussed options that CES might pursue to meet these
data requirements. The main options that we recommend are:

Create a "private school directory" that lists the names,
addresses, enrollments by grade, and numbers of teachers for
private schools, so that information on these schools will be
comparable to that for public schools in the Common Core of
Data;
Expand the Surveys of Teacher Demand and Shortage to obtain
counts of new teachers by certification status and field, counts
of other professional staff, and year-to-year changes in enroll-
ment and staff sizes;
Expand the Public and Private School Surveys of individual
teachers to obtain more detailed information on teacher qualifi-
cations, work histories, marital and family status, and sources
of income;
Survey school principals to obtain counts of new teachers by
sources of supply, and data on teacher turnover by field and
reason for leaving;
Implement a one-year follow-up survey of former teachers to
ascertain their characteristics, reasons for leaving, current
activities, and future employment plans, along with a follow-up
of a subsample of continuing teachers; and
Adopt sampling plans that provide "state-representative" sam-
ples and enhance cross-state comparisons.
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We beF,eve that implementing these changes, pursuing similar
efforts on a regular basis, and taking steps to insure that the results of
the efforts are made available on a timely basis will go a long way
toward creating the data base on teachers that is so urgently needed for
.4..;aling with the coming crisis in teaching.
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